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ABSTRACT 
Fabrication of functional materials with ordered micro-/macro structures are generally 
energy and time consuming, especially for traditional metal and metal alloy processing into which 
enormous energy is invested due to their high melting points. Undercooled liquid metals particles, 
however, are highly versatile not only being in liquid form at room temperature, but also 
possessing dynamic surfaces with potential chemical activity. Thus, autonomous functional 
material fabrication starting from metal could be achieved by coupling metastability of 
Undercooled Liquid Metal Core-Shell (ULMCS) with self-driven processes.  
First, ULMCS was applied in the BIOmimetic MetAl Pattering of soft substrate 
(BIOMAP). Without heat or chemical etching, packing, jamming and self-filtration of undercooled 
liquid metal particles were investigated in capillary-driven formation of natural structures (rose 
petal). Followed by chemical coalescence, obtained continuous metallic patterns exhibited high 
resolution in picking up delicate structural differences. Not only mimicking the structures, surface 
properties of fresh rose (hydrophobicity, Petal Effect) were also transferred to its metallic replica 
(metal rose). Then, Polymerization Induced Self-Assembly (PISA) was studied to modify 
undercooled metal particle assemblies autonomously. By restricting the metal/ligand reaction into 
narrow pores, polymer adduct with delicate structures formed directly upon metal particles and 
affected wetting property by transferring petal effect into lotus effect. Finally, the metal/ligand 
reaction between ULMCS and organic acid solution was operated upon templates. Narrow 
structures of the template directed reaction with capillary action (Directed Metal/ligand reaction, 
D-Met). Together with “coffee-ring effect”, aligned mix-component polymeric nanowires were 
formed upon Si substrate. Self-coordinating structure of nanowires resulted in wire continuity 
preservation with concomitant composition transformation after heat-treatment. 
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CHAPTER 1.    GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Introduction 
Functional materials, from simplest tools to complex electronics, are milestones in the 
history of civilization. Micro- and macroscale ordering are the keys to achieve functionalization 
and determine material properties from electrical, optical to wetting and mechanical. Compare to 
spontaneous ordering in universe, engineering natural materials into desired structure is usually a 
“break and re-establish” (B&R) procedure, into which enormous energy and time are investigated. 
Taking metal processing as an example, tendency of most metal and metal alloy to solidify at room 
temperature requires energy input both as trigger (activation energy) and intermittent support (e.g 
melting, transporting, pressing etc.). Heat might be avoided in constructing metallic fine structures 
by chemical etching, however compensated with segmented and tedious fabrications. [1, 2] Apart 
from metal processing, producing metal compound with desired composition, morphology, and 
properties requires sophisticated design of synthesizing systems as well as inevitable energy input, 
making the synthesis of fine-structured metal compound both a time and energy consuming 
process.[3, 4]  
Thus, autonomous process is needed for metal containing procedures to minimize input of 
energy and resource which are limited on earth. One strategy is to combine low activation energy 
starting process with self-driven intermittent steps (capillary action, self-filtration, self-
coordination, self-assembly ect.). Undercooled liquid metal particle is a promising candidate as a 
metastable starting material. Undercooling (supercooling) is the phenomenon when liquid 
materials solidify at a temperature T lower than its melting point Tm due to lack of homogeneous 
and heterogeneous nucleation site(s) or solidification catalysts. [5, 6] Degree of undercooling is 
represented by parameter 
(𝑇−𝑇𝑚)
𝑇𝑚
. For eutectic metal alloys like Field’s metal, its “lower-than-
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normal” melting point is further decreased to room temperature by installing an oxide-shell during 
particle formation maintaining the core in liquid state (Undercooled Liquid Metal Core-Shell, 
ULMCS, Figure 1a, inserted). This unique core -shell structure endows ULMCS enormous 
potential for heat-free processing and room temperature reactions. Commercialized eutectic metal 
alloys include Field’s metal (32.5% Bi, 51% In, 16.5% Sn, wt %), Galinstan (68.5% Ga, 21.5% In, 
and 10.0% Sn, wt %), EGaIn (75% Ga 25% In, wt%) etc.  
 
Figure 1. a) Diagram of Shearing liquid into complex particles (SLICE) method with inserted particle structure.[7] b) Particle size distribution 
variance with shearing speed of SLICE.[8] c) Schematic illustration of particle size self-filtration during packing.[8] di-diii) Eutectic gallium 
indium (EGaIn) undercooled particles synthesized by SLICE.[7] ei-eiii) Eutectic Field’s metal undercooled particle synthesized by SLICE. fi-fii) 
Indium tin undercooled particles synthesized by SLICE.[9] 
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1.2 ULMCS as Universal Structural Building Blocks  
Shearing liquid into complex particles (SLICE) utilizes shear force and drag force, in-situ 
oxidation as well as surface functionalization to form stabilized ULMCS. Equilibrium between 
input work (W) and Laplace pressure (P) determines the equilibrium particle states: 
 𝑊 = 𝛥𝑃 = 2𝐻𝛾𝑖𝑛𝑡 (1) 
Where ΔP is the Laplace pressure drop between droplet and shearing liquid, γint is the 
interfacial surface tension, and H is the mean curvature (hence size for spheres) of the droplet 
(Figure 1a). Therefore, by varying input work, that is the shearing speed of SLICE, ULMCS with 
various size distributions could be synthesized. (Figure 1b). [7]  
The size distribution, however, directly impacts packing factor Φ of undercooled liquid 
particle on certain substrates. The relation is represented by equation (2) when ULMCS is treated 
as random close-packed hard-spheres: 
 Φ𝑅𝐶𝑃 = Φ𝑅𝐶𝑃
∗ + 𝑐1δ +  𝑐2Sδ
2 (2) 
Where ΦRCP
* equals to 0.643, c1 and c2 are constants, 𝛿 is size-determining polydispersity 
and S is skewness of size distribution. Therefore, packing factor increases with increasing 𝛿 and 
S, representing a denser assembly formation with skewed polydisperse particles.[10] 
Since as-prepared particles are stored in solution, solvent evaporation during ULMCS 
packing causes size self-filtration, with large particles packed on the top while small ones sink to 
bottom (Figure 1c).[11] Being non-Hertzian particles with deformation flexibility, effect of shape 
densifies ULMCS packing further in a manner dependent on size distribution.[12, 13] Above all, the 
densification of particles is self-driven by capillary action during assembly formation, with no 




After constructing tight-packed (jammed) ULMCS assemblies, an acid triggers 
coalescence of individual particles by etching the oxide layer, releasing the liquid alloy, during 
which process concomitant solidification and spinodal decomposition turn undercooled state into 
phase separated state (Figure 2c). Therefore, metal pattern could be generated by the self-
organization of ULMCS, without introduction of heat or sophisticated processing steps. 
 
Figure 2. Core-shell structure of undercooled liquid metal core-shell (a) and its metastable energy state (b).[14] ci-ciii) Schematic illustration of 
Coalescence of Undercooled Particles through a Chemical Trigger (CUPACT).[15] di-dii) Schematic illustration of Heterogeneous in-situ 
Metal/ligand reaction (HetMet). [16] ei-eii) Composition inversion of undercooled field’s metal particle s after heat treatment, the formation of 
Chameleon metal.[15] 
 
1.3 ULMCS as Versatile Metal Reservoir   
Apart from its fascinating granular packing behaviors, the metastability of eutectic state 
underneath oxide shell endows ULMCS exceptional chemical activity, composition, and 
morphology tunability (Figure 2a-b). Apart from the capillary bridge driven etching of oxide shell 
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(Coalescence of Undercooled Particles through a Chemical Trigger , CUPACT, Figure 2c), when 
ULMCS is emersed in an acidic environment, protons from acid etch the oxide shell releasing 
metal ions which chelates with the acid’s conjugate base to forma a square bipyramidal organic 
adduct (metal-organic monomer). Geometric and electronic constrains around the coordination 
sphere dictate that the conjugate base derived ligands chelate in an anti-periplanar orientation with 
concomitant recruitment of solvent derived hydroxyl units in the orthogonal plane also in an anti-
periplanar orientation. Where the conjugate base is an acetate, bond strain associated with 
bidentate chelation of a single metal unit is relaxed by each ligand bridging two metal centers. The 
anti-periplanar geometry and the bridging geometry implies that an organometallic polymer with 
interloping acetates forms ad infinitum. The directional orientation of the dissimilar ligands 
(acetate and OH) implies that secondary interactions across orthogonal planes of the coordination 
sphere are dictated by London dispersive forces (acetate CH3) or hydrogen bonds (OH). It therefore 
follows that directional assembly can occur at different rates leading to asymmetry in dimensions 
and emergence of a rectangular shaped assembly. For brevity and clarity, we refer to these are 
nanobeams. The ensuing reaction and self-assembly process is referred to as Heterogeneous in-
situ Metal-ligand reaction (HetMet, Figure 2d).[16] Serving as a self-driving process, HetMet is a 
powerful method for autonomous synthesis of mix-component nanomaterials with desired 
properties. [17] 
When ULMCS is exposed to heat and oxygen, different tendency of metal elements to bind 
to oxygen (standard reduction potential E0) determines the oxidation sequence thus result in self-
sorting elemental distribution after heat-treatment, to an extent elemental sequence of final oxide 
is exactly the inverse of initial undercooled particles (Figure 2e[15, 18]). If oxidation stage were 
precisely controlled, with the utilization of thermal expansion inconsistency, delicate “spiky” or 
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“ship-in bottle” metal and metal oxide bulk compound could be fabricated. Thus, ULMCS is a 
versatile metal reservoir with enormous potentials for composition and construction self-sorting 
metal compound preparation.   
 
1.4 Potential of ULMCS for Autonomous Functional Material Fabrication 
Base on above discussion, ULMCS possess enormous potential serving as starting 
materials for autonomous functional material construction by coupling its metastability with self-
driven processes. Heart-free processing of ULMCS is potentially applicable in biomimetic 
templating by precisely self-packing into natural structures without destroying fragile organic 
templates. A following surface modification of the structured metal assembly by acid treatment is 
plausible to achieve spontaneous higher-level surface modification with a concomitant surface 
property variation. Polymerization induced self-assembly as well as capillary actions could be 
applied to the metal/ligand reaction happen between undercooled particles and organic acid 
solutions to achieve fabrication of functional materials with precise control of structural details. 
Comprehensive research towards autonomous construction of ULMCS into functional materials 
are elaborated in chapters 2-4. 
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CHAPTER 2.    BIOMIMETIC TEMPLATING ON SOFT TEMPLATES  
Julia J. Chang,[a] Andrew Martin,[a] Chuanshen Du,[a] Alana M. Pauls,[a] and Martin Thuo[a,b,c,]. 
[a] Iowa State University, Department of Materials Science and Engineering. Ames, Iowa. 
50014. USA.  
[b] Micro-Electronics Research Centre. Ames, Iowa. 50014. USA.  
[c] Iowa State University, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering. Ames, Iowa. 
50014. USA 
Modified from a manuscript published in Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2020, 59, 16346–16351. 
Abstract 
Fabrication of bio-templated metallic structures is limited by differences in properties, 
processing conditions, packing, and material state(s). Herein, by using undercooled metal particles, 
differences in modulus and processing temperatures can be overcome. Adoption of autonomous 
processes such as self-filtration, capillary pressure, and evaporative concentration leads to 
enhanced packing, stabilization (jamming) and point sintering with phase change to create solid 
metal replicas of complex bio-based features. Differentiation of subtle differences between 
cultivars of the rose flower with reproduction over large areas shows that this biomimetic metal 
patterning (BIOMAP) is a versatile method to replicate biological features either as positive or 
negative reliefs irrespective of the substrate. Using rose petal patterns, we illustrate the versatility 
of bio-templated mapping with undercooled metal particles at ambient conditions, and with 





Nature is endowed with a plethora of functional surface textures, albeit on mechanically 
delicate or heat-sensitive surfaces.[1, 2] These features have evolved, over eons, for protection (such 
as camouflage,[3] or illusion[4]), color (morpho butterfly[5, 6]), movement (shark skin[7]), survival in 
xeric environments[8] (the desert lizard[9] or Namib beetle[10]), among others. Despite their obvious 
uniqueness and uses, adoption of these biostructures is limited by ability to replicate them, largely 
due to differences in processing condition needs (such as heat for metals).[11, 12] Various efforts to 
capture these patterns have been limited to replica molding with elastomeric materials[13] or using 
sophisticated tools for biomimicry on hard materials.[14, 15] The latter is driven by a realization of 
the utility of biomimetic or analogous patterns on high modulus materials, such as metals[16] and 
ceramics.[17-19] For example, efforts to create ultra- or superhydrophobic surfaces on hard materials 
have focused on etching patterns, often using harsh reagents with/without concomitant use of 
expensive tools and/or skilled labor,[20-22] with most of these approaches not being amenable to 
scale up.[23] 
 Recently, undercooled metal particles have emerged as a versatile material state.[24-27] 
Solvent-suspended polydisperse, soft, non-Hertzian undercooled liquid metal core–shell 
(ULMCS) particles, offers the ability to conform, tightly pack, and self-sort on complex multi-
scale surface textures such as that of a rose petal (Figure 1a,b). Upon deposition, and solvent 
evaporation, soft particles tend to form randomly close packed structures and jam at a packing 
factor, Φ= 0.64.[28] The packing factor is driven by the relation, Φ = (Nv0)/V, where N is the 
number of particles, v0 is unit volume and V is total volume. Furthermore, given the existence of 
multiscale patterns and channels on a rose surface (Figure 1 a), these particles would undergo a 
self-filtration process[29] assisted by capillary self-assembly.[30-33] Upon drying and reaching a 
pendular state, they would eventually self-lock and jam within the crevices of the surface textures 
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(Figure 1b). The jamming occurs when inter-particle cavity dimensions, slurry concentration, and 








                             (1) 
where R is capillary radius, r is particle radius, and n is the number of particles. Equation (1) allows 
for prediction of size (r) or number (n) of particles needed to jam for a given recess size (R). 
Relying on the direct dependence on R and n [Eq. (1)], analogous structures can be readily 
distinguished based on structure of this jammed state. The jammed state also ensures that deposited 
ULMCS particles are mechanically stabilized and, therefore, can be sintered into surface-
templated conformal networks (Figure 1c, d). Deploying heat-free chemical sintering (the so-
called coalescence of undercooled particles through a chemical trigger, CUPACT[27]), joining and 
solidification of jammed ULMCS particles leads to a solidified structure that can be lifted off 
without damaging the rose petal or analogous soft substrate. This process is also compatible with 
synthetic, heat-sensitive and soft motifs such as PDMS[36] (Figure 1e). When inverse biomimetic 
structures are templated onto elastomeric materials on which ULCMS particles are packed and 
chemically sintered, an exact replica of the natural pattern is realized (Figure 1 f–h). 
Biomimetic solid metallic structures can, therefore, be fabricated without heat by 
exploiting autonomous processes such as capillary densification (jamming and capillary forces), 
kinetics frustrated processes (undercooling and CUPACT; Supporting Information, Figure S1e,f), 
and self-assembly/ sorting (self-filtration of polydisperse particles; Supporting Information, Figure 
S1c,d) processes. Using undercooled metal particles and associated strain propagation, we 
demonstrate that a combination of self-filtration and jamming leads to tight packing on a delicate 
rose petal without inducing damage to the surface. Once densely packed, a chemical sintering 
process[27] (Supporting Information, Figures S1c, d) locks the particles in place leading to 
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solidification and replication of the structure at a multi-scale level albeit as an inverse of the parent 
pattern. The envisioned process entails three steps, namely: i) deposition and densification, ii) 
activation of solidification, and iii) revealing the replicated structure by lift-off. For brevity, we 
abbreviate this biomimetic Metal patterning as BIOMAP (Figure 1i). 
 
 
Figure 1. Illustration of heat-free biomimetic metal patterning, BIOMAP, with ULMCS. a) Macro- and microstructure of the rose flower 
template. b) ULMCS jammed into template after deposition and capillary densification. c) Metallic inverse rose replica pattern shows the 
analogous microstructure as the rose’s male, (+), template after lift-off. d) Zoom-in of a unit block of inverse metal rose showing effect of self-
filtration on particle size distribution. e)–h) converting an elastomeric lift-off structure from the rose into a mold, ULMCS deposition, 
densification leads to conformal packing (f). h) A zoom-in feature of metal rose. i) an overview of the BIOMAP process (false-coloring is used 
for clarity and to highlight changes in particle sizes in the zoomed in images). 
 
Results and Discussion 
Polydisperse ULMCS Field’s metal (51% In, 32.5% Bi and 16.5% Sn w/w) particles were 
synthesized via the SLICE (shearing liquids into complex particles) method as previously 
reported.[37] The SLICE process can produce particles of <10 nm diameter, but for enhanced self-
filtration and ease of characterization in current study, larger size (mm) and higher polydispersity 
is desired (Equation (1)). Particles used in this study were 2.71 ± 1.58 mm diameter (Supporting 
Information, Figure S1a,b), hence a predicted packing ration of ca. Φ = 0.70 (based on Equation 
(S1) and (S2), see discussion in the Supporting Information). These soft deformable ULMCS, as 
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expected, form denser structures than the RCP observed with hard spheres (1=0.64). We infer that 
the densification is likely due to capillary pressure driven shape change and autonomous size 
ordering that has been shown to increase densification.[29] These processes, however, can be 
perturbed by external stresses during particle deposition. To investigate effect of deposition 
process on packing density, methods with varying degrees of applied shear stress (τs) were adopted. 
The particles were deposited on the biological templates, in our case rose petals, and template-
stripped using copper tape, creating a biomimetic metallic structure albeit of an inverse relief. 
Figure 2a,d,g shows various deposition methods ranging from low τs (brushing), high τs 
(spin-coating) and no τs (spraying). The spraying method is considered to bear minimal τs as 
particles are deposited normal to the surface of the petal. Direct brushing method (Figure 2a) 
induces low τs on the particle slurry during the deposition resulting in thick (>10 mm), multi-layer 
(>7 layers) patterns (Figure 2b,c). This method is the most facile, yet the most non-uniform due to 
user-dependency (that is, high entropy). Spin coating dropwise deposition at 1000 rpm (Figure 
2d), allows for a more controlled and reproducible deposition process since the shear speed, hence 
τs, can be fixed. Spin coating, however, shears-off the outermost layer of deposited particles, 
resulting in slightly thinner films (<10 mm, ca.4–5 layers) compared to those obtained through 
brush-based spreading (Figure 2e,f). Surprisingly, spin coating allows for slightly better self-
filtration as shown by autonomous size-sorting on the top layer of the lifted structure (false-colored 
red, Figure 2 c vs. 2 f). The spraying process (Figure 2g), in contrast, gives much thinner films (ca. 
3 layers), with significant defects/disconnections (Figure 2h,i). We infer that this is likely due to 
challenges in pumping the rather dense metallic particles slurry out of the hand spray system, 
which will bias towards depositing smaller and fewer particles. Sedimentation of larger particles 
in the solution being sprayed can also contributes to low concentration and size-selectivity hence 
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the generation of thinner films. Although we see smaller particles on the top surface of spray 
generated structures (Figure 2i) we exercise caution in deducing improved self-filtration in light 
of the process limitations.  
With granular matter, however, self-filtration can lead to better packing into surface 
features leading to more conformal packing across different size scales. Self-filtration would 
manifest in size distribution of particles across the topmost layer of captured features. Comparing 
particle size distribution of the as-prepared particles (Supporting Information, Figure S1b) to those 
that deposit deepest in the rose petal crevices (that is, presenting as the topmost layer of the metallic 
features), we observed a significant shift. In the polydisperse parent slurry a large positive skew is 
observed (Supporting Information, Figure S1b), while in the deposited particles, larger particles 
seem to have been filtered out (Figure 2j–m). Fitting a Gaussian over the distribution of particle 
sizes of the topmost layer of the lifted off structures shows that brush (ca. 5 mm)>spin-coating (ca. 
4 mm)>spray (ca. 3 mm). Although a general decline is observed, the size differences are within 
margin of error. Moving to higher statistical moments, however, reveals that the peakedness 
(kurtosis) drops into negative values indicating smaller tails than a normal distribution (Figure 
1m). Kurtosis, therefore, increases with increase in skewness with this rise inversely correlating 
with magnitude of τs and average particle size (Figure 2m). Trends in skewness implies that a 
higher stress may interfere with the self-assembly process by either; i) accelerating carrier fluid 
removal hence low capillary packing, and ii) compressing the soft ULMCS particles reducing the 
interparticle pores needed for autonomous size-sorting through self-filtration. Based on the more 
symmetric distribution in the brush applied patterns (Figure 2 j), we infer that moderate amount of 
stress and slow evaporation of carrier fluid would lead to better packing albeit with potential 
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challenges in scalability. We, therefore, infer that spin-coating, although with a slight relative 
skewness, is amenable to rapid and scalable fabrication of these features. 
 
Figure 2. Effect of deposition method on formed features. a) Hand brush (painting) deposition methods, and b) example of generated replica 
patterns with c) a zoom-in on one of the patterns. d) Deposition by spin-coating, and e) produced surface features with f) associated zoom-in. g) 
Spray-based deposition and h) associated product, i) where a zoom-in shows shallow features. (for clarity false color highlight different layers: 
top layer: red, 2nd layer: yellow, 3rd layer: green, 4th layer: blue, 5th layer: purple. Metallic orange represents copper tape.) j)–l) Size distribution 
of the top layer particles differentiated by deposition method; brush (j), spin-coating (k) and spray (l) methods. m) Trends in statistical parameters 
associated with toplayer and starting particle size distributions. 
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Efficiency of a replication method is best determined by how well the produced features 
match those of the mold and/or how well the method can distinguish similar structures. To evaluate 
BIOMAP, we compared size of the radial structures derived from rose petals using different 
deposition methods (Supporting Information, Figure S2). We observe that all features derived from 
the red rose had an average size in the order brush>spin-coating>spray but all within the margin 
of error of each other around 20 mm (Supporting Information, Figure S2d). Skewness was also 
within margin of error (0.15) but kurtosis was inversely correlated to τs (Supporting Information, 
Figure S2). 
To evaluate the resolution of BIOMAP different, but closely related, cultivars of roses were 
used as the template. The red rose, Mister Lincoln hybrid, (rose 1) has a feature diameter 
a1=21.68±3.32 mm (Figure 3a). The pink rose, Rosa Peace, (rose 2) has a feature diameter 
a2=26.63± 4.00 mm (Figure 3d). Spin-coating of the same parent slurry onto similarly prepared 
petals was performed in an effort to capture differences in these templates. Particles on rose 1 
produces patterns with average feature diameter a1’=19.85± 3.82 mm (Figure 3b,c), a deviation of 
about 2 mm from the original pattern. We infer that the 10% size difference may emanate from 
deformation of petal features under capillary pressure and/or weight of deposited particles. For 
rose 2, the average size of templated patterns was a2’=23.23±3.98 mm (Figure 3e,f), indicating a 
deviation of ≈ 3 mm from the template. These differences are also captured as shifts in Gaussian 
means of the resulting histograms (Figure 3g,h). Whereas the shape of the feature size distribution 
does not change from the petal to the BIOMAP surfaces-indicating good replication, higher 
statistical moments (skewness and kurtosis) confirm that these subtle changes are systematic errors 
(Figure 3i). Figure 3i summarizes the average size, variance, skewness, and kurtosis, indicating 
precision and reproducibility of BIOMAP. The ability of BIOMAP to capture subtle differences 
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in two cultivars of the same plant may open opportunities in structural taxonomy where biological 
subspecies can be identified through their structure dimensions.[38, 39]  
 
Figure 3. ULMCS biomimetic templating captures fine differences in templates. a) Macro- and microstructure of rose type 1 (red) with feature 
size labelled as a1. b) ULMCS deposited onto rose 1 template. c) Activated and lifted-off patterns from rose 1 with pattern feature size labelled as 
a1’. d)–f) Macro/microstructure of a different cultivar (rose 2), (a2), ULMCS deposition and pattern feature (a2’) of rose 2 as template. g) a1 and 
a1’ distribution. h) a2 and a2’ distribution. i) Statistical analysis of a1, a1’, a2 and a2’. 
 
Despite the high reproducibility discussed above, all the produced features are inverse 
reliefs of the natural pattern. Having successfully captured the female (-) version of the rose 
pattern, we inferred that an analogue of the natural rose (male, +) pattern can be obtained by first 
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creating a female mold from an elastomer, PDMS, then using BIOMAP to create a pattern similar 
to the rose petal. Figure 4 shows a BIOMAP generated synthetic rose pattern. First a female (-) 
template is fabricated through replica molding with PDMS from the rose petal surface (Figure 4a). 
The PDMS mold is filled with ULMCS particles that are then sintered via CUPACT and patterns 
lifted-off as described above (Figure 4b,c). A (+) ULMCS pattern is fabricated albeit with larger 
gaps in between the features compared to the rose flower (Figure 3a), owing to retention of 
sphericity of the particles after CUPACT (Supporting Information, Figure S1c,d). 
Despite the limitations in creating a fully continuous smooth surface, we demonstrate the 
closest analog of a metallic rose surface (Figure 4b) fabricated through physical chemistry and 
chemical kinetics principles. Besides the new surface texture, we also inferred that the metallic (-
) relief replica of the petal surface can be used as a mold to generate an elastomeric analog of the 
rose petal since capillary forces would inhibit viscous uncross-linked elastomer from permeating 
the pore network. Using our previously fabricated patterns (Figure 4d), we filled the metallic (-) 
features with PDMS, cross-linked it, and upon lift-off generated a (+) relief pattern analogous to 
the rose petal-albeit derived from PDMS (Figure 4e,f). Whereas a 10% decrease in feature size 
was observed when the metal was used to lift-off patterns from the rose petal, there was no 
significant changes in feature sizes when the metal was used as a mold to create PDMS features 
(Supporting Information, Figure S3a–c) or the rose features were lifted off with PDMS (Figure 
4a). These results further confirm our inference that capillary pressure and density difference likely 
causes the small feature shrinkage. We can, therefore, infer that BIOMAP is a versatile ambient 
condition method of replicating surface patterns from soft and delicate substrates using metals. 
Both positive and negative reliefs can be made with a high degree of accuracy and reproducibility, 
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over large areas of surfaces. This enables soft lithography with a higher modulus, stiffer, solvent 
insensitive, lift off material without damaging the delicate substrate. 
Despite the structural differences, wetting properties of the native[40] and replicated rose 
patterns are comparable. Figure 4g shows similarity in hydrophobicity measured through static 
contact angle of water droplets on the biomimetic surface. The as-purchased rose petal was ultra-
hydrophobic with an average contact angle of 133.1±5.0˚ whereas the biomimetic replica, (+) 
ULMCS pattern (Figure 4b), gave an average contact angle of 138.7±14.7˚. The PDMS rose replica 
showed a lower contact angle of 115˚ (Figure 4g). Non-textured CUPACT sintered particles (CAP, 
Figure 4g) and cured PDMS were used as references (Figure 4g, dotted lines). Droplets on 
untextured sintered particle surfaces slowly diffused into the porous surface indicating transient 
hydrophobicity. We infer the slight hydrophobicity observed on the sintered particle bed to be due 
to the presence of an essential methyl terminated surface ligand used to stabilize ULCMS. To 
further compare the wetting between the biomimetic and natural patterns, we tilted the droplets 
sitting on BIOMAP rose pattern (Figure 4b) to illustrate the petal effect (Supporting Information, 
Figure S3d–g). We observed that, as expected, the droplet adheres to the surfaces, albeit with a 




In conclusion, we demonstrate an ambient method to fabricate biomimetic metallic patterns 
from delicate soft substrates, herein a rose petal. Exploiting versatility of the SLICE method to 
prepare ULMCS particles, resolution in replication can be improved by incorporating smaller 
particle sizes. The fabricated features closely mimic the bio-analog both in structure and wetting 
properties albeit with subtle diversions, artefacts of the BIOMAP processing method and 
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asymmetry in material properties. Replication of the patterns with BIOMAP shows high accuracy 
and reproducibility, illustrating that ambient autonomous processes can be used to overcome 
challenges in processing conditions. We hypothesize that BIOMAP, being compatible with a wide 
range of working conditions may find use in structural taxonomy; that is, identification of variants 
based on differences in expressed surface features as demonstrated here with rose petals or in 
structural materials where controlled wetting has implication in diverse fields as corrosion and 
heat transfer. BIOMAP advances soft lithographic methods by employing physical-chemical 
(CUPACT, jamming, undercooling, capillary densification) processes. 
Figure 4. Process of creating a positive relief metallic and PDMS rose replica. a) Inverse PDMS rose as the template for creating metallic b) rose 
replica and c) associated zoom-in. d) inverse metal rose pattern used as a mold for PDMS, e) fabricated PDMS male rose patterns. f) zoom-in 
feature. g) Static contact angle formed by water droplets on formed surfaces. Difference between analogous structures on rose, metal, and PDMS, 
referenced to non-patterned PDMS (marked with top dotted line) and chemical activated ULMCS (markedwith bottom dotted line). h) droplet 
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Appendix: Biomimetic Templating on Soft Templates  
Experimental Section 
Materials: Field’s metal (eutectic indium (51%)–bismuth (32.5%)–tin(16.5%)) was 
purchased from Rotometals. Glacial acetic acid (99.7%) and ethyl acetate (reagent grade, 99.9%) 
were from Fisher Scientific. Diethylene glycol (99.9%) was purchased from VWR. Sylgard 184 
Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) was purchased from Ellsworth adhesives and used as received. 
Deionized water was prepared using a Thermo Scientific Smart2Pure® 6 UV water purifier 
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system. Fresh rose flowers were purchased from a local supermarket (Hyvee®) and used as 
received.  
Particle synthesis: ULMCS Field’s metal particles were synthesized using the SLICE 
method.[22] Field‘s metal (10g) and diethylene glycol (200 mL) were placed in Cuisinart® (SBC-
1000FR) soup maker and heat to ca. 118 ℃ using the built-in base heater and heating tape wrapped 
around the soup maker jug. Glacial acetic acid (2mL) was then added to the blender and the mixture 
was sheared at a speed of ~6000 rpm (setting 1 on the soup maker) for 10 minutes. The resulting 
suspension was then quenched in ethanol and allowed to equilibrate to ambient conditions. The 
slurry was then filtered using a Buchner funnel and a Whatman GF/F filter. The filtered particles 
were washed with copious amounts of ethanol, followed by an ethyl acetate rinse. The remaining 
particles were then harvested and stored in ethyl acetate. 
Particle deposition: Spin-coating example: A square piece of the rose petal (1 cm x 1 cm) 
was cut from the middle section of a petal. The cut piece was adhered to a clean microscope slide 
and used as the template. Particles suspended in ethyl acetate were spin-coated onto the templates 
at a speed of 1000 rpm, attained over 10 seconds and held for another 20 seconds. The deposited 
particle bed changed from a dark grey slurry into an off-white film.  
Particle activation and lift-off: Particle activation follows the recently published CUPACT 
(Coalescence of Undercooled Particles through A Chemical Trigger) method. A 1:1 solution of 
glacial acetic acid in ethanol was used to activate the deposited particles. Approximately 2-3 
drops/cm2 of the activating solution was added using a Pasteur pipette. The solvent was evaporated 
at ambient leading to sintering. Templated features were lifted-off (template-stripped) using tape.  
Imaging: For imaging purposes, patterns were lifted off with Cu tape. Patterns attached to 
Cu tape were then adhered to a flat SEM stubs (Ted Pella, Inc.). Sample was imaged using a 
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scanning electron microscopy (FEI-SEM Quanta 250) using 10 kV accelerating voltage, 3.0 a.u. 
spot size and at 10 mm working distance. Polymer structures were sputtered with Au using a 
Cressington 108 Auto Sputter Coater at 10 mA current for 30 seconds before imaging. The imaging 
of the sputter coated samples was done at a lower accelerating voltage (3-5 kV). Biological 
structures were imaged using enµvironmental mode (pressure: 750 Pa) of FEI Quanta 250 FE-
SEM using 10 kV accelerating voltage and 4.0 a.u. spot size. Secondary electron (SE) detector and 
back Scattered electron (BSE) detector were used to highlight topological and composition 
differences, complimenting Energy Dispersive x-ray Scattering (EDS) composition maps.  
Contact angle measurement: Static contact angle images were generated by placing 2 µm 
deionized water on the surface of samples at ambient conditions. Droplet images were recorded 
using a Ramé-Hart 100-00 Goniometer equipped with a tilt-base and a high speed ccd camera. 
Contact angles were collected and analyzed using the in-built DropImage® software. For each 
sample, at least 10 spots were evaluated. For tilt angle experiments, the goniometers tilting base 
was adjusted from zero to the desired angle and images recorded. 
Inverse PDMS rose: Mixture of the PDMS elastomer and cross-linker (10:1) was applied 
on the Mann® ease release sprayed rose petal surfaces and stored in 40 ℃ oven overnight. After 
fully cross-linking, the inverse PDMS rose was lifted off with tweezers to reveal the desired pattern.   
PDMS rose: Liquid metal particle solution was deposited on rose petal and activated as 
described in the main manuscript. Resulting patterns were lifted-off on Scotch tape and glued on 
the bottom of polyethylene containers. Patterns were sprayed with Mann® ease release before 
submerging with the mixture of PDMS and cross-linker (10:1). Containers holding PDMS were 
store in 40 ℃ oven overnight. After fully cross-linking, the PDMS rose was lifted up with tweezers.   
CAP and PDMS reference: For making the CUPACT sintered particle film reference 
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(CAP), ULMCS particle slurry was spin-coated onto ultra-flat Si (111) substrate at a speed of 1000 
rpm, attained over 10 seconds and held for another 20 seconds. Then 1:1 glacial acetic acid in 
ethanol solution was added onto the surface (2-3 drops/cm2 using a Pasteur pipette) to sinter the 
particles. PDMS reference was made by cross-linking mixture of PDMS and cross-linker (10:1) in 
petri dish and used as fabricated.  
Elemental analysis: Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectrometer (EDS) was used for elemental 
analysis. 15 kV accelerating voltage and 10 mm working distance were used for high spectral 
resolution. Maps were taken at 1024 pixel resolution with 500 ms dwell time. 
False coloring: Non-grayscale SEM images shown in the paper were false colored with 
Adobe Photoshop CC. Image brightness and contrast was adjusted accordingly.  
Statistical Data analysis: Statistical analysis was using Origin 2019b.  Parameters were 
calculated with embedded equation and as provided at: https://www.originlab.com/doc/X-
Function/ref/moments#Related_X-Functions. Bin size for particle size and pattern features size 
distribution histograms were 0.5 and 2.0 µm, respectively. All data were fitted with normal 
(Gaussian, normal-gauss) distribution except for ULMCS size and top particle size for sprayed 
metal rose pattern, 
Supporting Discussion 
According to reference, the random close packing factor ∅𝑅𝐶𝑃 of hard spheres is affected 
by polydispersity, 𝛿, and skewness, S, of particle size distribution as: 
 ∅𝑅𝐶𝑃 = ∅𝑅𝐶𝑃
∗ + 𝑐1𝛿 + 𝑐2𝑆𝛿
2  (1) 
With ∅𝑅𝐶𝑃
∗ =0.634 for random packed hard spheres when 𝛿 equals to 0. Constants c1 and c2 
possess values of 0.0658 and 0.0857 correspondingly. Definition of 𝛿 is:  
 𝛿 = √〈∆𝑅2〉/〈𝑅〉 (2) 
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Where R is the particle size.  
By applying above equation, ∅𝑅𝐶𝑃 could be calculated for our polydisperse particles. The 
larger the ∅𝑅𝐶𝑃, the denser the packed structure. 
Supporting Figures 
 
Figure A1. Morphology (a) and size distribution (b) of ULMCS particles synthesized using the SLICE method. Back scatter SEM images showing 
spinodal pattern that are characteristic of solidification in the inverse, (-) female relief, metal rose (c) and the , (+) male relief, metal rose (d). EDS 
analysis showing the field’s metal element distribution in ULMCS before (e) and after chemical activation (f), as captured by In: red, Sn: green and 
Bi: yellow. 
 
Figure A2. Feature size distribution of patterns deposited with brush (a), spin-coating (b) and spray (c) and corresponding trends in statistical 




Figure A3. Pattern feature size distributions of metal rose (a) and PDMS rose (b).  (c) Statistical summary of distribution fittings of metal and 
PDMS rose compared with rose template. the trend lines are fitted with normal-gauss distribution (d-g) water droplet shape change on fresh rose 
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Abstract 
Production of crystalline metal-polymer composite demands solvent-surrounding system 
with necessary energy input. By applying undercooled metal particles, sophisticated reaction 
system is avoided in generating fine-structured metal-polymer composite. Serving as natural 
dimensional confinement, porous structures in pre-packed particles result in expeditious formation 
of delicate polymeric features upon metal particles. Various organic morphology upon either plain 
(2D) or complex (3D) particle assemblies shows that this dimension-confined Polymerization-
Induced Self-Assembly (PISA) is an effective method to create organometallic soft structures 
bound to metal particles with versatile morphology, construction and composition. Base on metal 
rose construction, we illustrate the power of this dimensional constrained polymerization in 





Composite is one of the most triumphant artificial materials on which the intelligence of 
human-being is significantly revealed and engineered. [1-4] Amid compound material categories, 
uniqueness of metal-polymer composite is self-evident as it barely exists in nature. Physical 
contact of metal and polymer achieves macroscale combination (dispersion [5], attachment [6]). 
Resulting materials exhibit distinctive mechanical [7], thermal[8] and electrical properties,[9] with 
wide applications in biomedical,[10, 11] mechanics[12, 13] and heat-transfers.[14] Chemical bond 
formation between metal ion and carbon chain brings composition into microscale regime, with 
Metal Organic Framework (MOF) as a typical example. The versatility of MOF endows it diverse 
morphologies, topologies and compositions, [15, 16] leading to tremendous research and application 
interests in phase separation,[17, 18] energy conservation[19, 20] and biomedical applications. [21] 
However, liquid medium of crystalline material synthesis requires multi-step process to acquire 
solid final product, leading to potential threats to nascent fine structures.[22] In addition, triggering 
crystallization in diluted environment requires energy input, otherwise compensated by longer 
reaction time.[23] Thus, achieving self-driving in-situ production of metal-polymer composite with 
fine structures is challenging under traditional synthesizing conditions. 
Dimensional confinements are, often, neglected in material synthesis and design despite 
potential influence over reaction kinetics and geometry of the product(s). For a chemical reaction 
mA + nB ↔ pC + qD, reaction rate v is determined by reactant concentration with the relation 
𝑣 = 𝑘[𝐴]𝑚[𝐵]𝑛. For nucleation processes (crystallization or self-assembly), after reaching critical 
concentration, precursors accumulate at high-energy spots (Impurities, defects, curvatures ect.[24, 
25]), followed by seed formation and growth. Hence, reactor dimension directly impacts reaction 
rate and the products. 
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Possessing granular behavior and chemical reactivity at the same time, Undercooled Liquid 
Metal Core-Shell (ULMCS) particles are exemplary for studying effect of dimensional 
confinement in polymerization-induced self-assembly (PISA) process.[26-28] Tunability in 
polydispersity renders ULMCS particles ideal building blocks for surface-bound organometallic 
delicate soft structures. [29, 30] Immersed in acidic environments, it becomes a dynamic metal ion 
reservoir for in-situ metal-ligand reaction with formation of organometallic 1D polymeric 
structures that assemble into high-aspect ratio nanobeams. [31, 32] When a multi-layer of ULMCS 
was pre-deposited on Si substrate (“2D-assembly”, Figure 1a,d) or pre-patterned into complex 
structures, e.g. metal rose (“3D-assembly” for simplification, Figure 1c,f), pores between packed 
particles serve as dimensional confinement to the metal-ligand reaction due to creation of capillary 
bridges with concomitant increase in wetted particle surface area (Figure 1b). By adding acetic 
acid in ethanol solution onto particle assemblies, etched metal ions chelates with the conjugate 
base to form organometallic monomers (Figure 1b). With monomer accumulation in a low 
miscibility solvent, with a saturated albeit dilute solution is established leading to steady-state 
kinetics that is ideal for ad infinitum polymerization (Figure 1e-g).When these orgametallic 
polymeric units autonomously assemble on the surface, fine structures can be generated in-situ by 
applying dimension-confined and capillary limited self-assembly. These fine structures, like in 
natural self-cleaning systems, enable tunable wetting characteristics analogous to their biomimetic 
congeners (“Petal effect", [33] Figure 1h-i and “Lotus effect”, [34] Figure 1j-k). We therefore infer 
that kinetically controlled growth of these organometallic adducts, and their autonomous self-
assembly, extends the recently reported metal soft-lithography BIOMAP (biomimetic metal 
patterning) fabrication method by introduction of multi-scale roughness. Akin to the lotus leaf, this 
texture tuning should alter the nature of liquid contact line hence influence droplet pinning on these 
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surfaces. Herein, we investigate the role of enhanced tuning on wetting on textured BIOMAP 
surfaces. We investigate the role of particle size, reaction rates, and particle bed organization on 
generated features and wetting characteristics. 
 
Figure 1. Schematic illustration and result summary of dimensional confined metal-polymer composite construction (|MetaPoly|) and its application. 
a) Diagram of achieving |MetaPoly| upon 2D ULMCS assembly. b) Scheme of confined polymerization process with enlarged metal-organic 
monomer structure. c) Diagram of achieving |MetaPoly| upon 3D ULMCS assembly. d) 2D assembly of Particle-1. e) Polymer flower formation 
upon (d) after 50% v/v acetic acid in ethanol solution treatment. f) Metal rose structure from particle-4 by BIOMAPing. g) Polymer flower formation 
upon (f) after 50% v/v acetic acid in ethanol solution treatment. h) Microstructure of fresh rose petal with inserted Wenzel state showing its wetting 
mechanism. i) Metal rose structure analogous to fresh rose. j) Microstructure of fresh lotus leaf with inserted Cassie state showing its wetting 
mechanism. k) Composite lotus analogous to fresh lotus.  
 
Results and Discussion 
First, we investigate the effect of concentration of the conjugate-acid base pair on features 
formed on flat particle bed. Undercooled liquid Field’s metal (51% In, 32.5% Bi and 16.5% Sn 
w/w) core-shells particles were synthesized via the established SLICE (Shearing Liquids Into 
Complex Particles) method. [35] Particles of different size distributions were prepared by varying 
shear speed (Figure S1a-e). For particle-1, with average diameter of 4.02 ± 2.22 µm (Figure 2ai), 
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25% acetic acid in ethanol solution (v/v, 25-AcOH/EtOH) induced partial polymerization, 
elucidated by darkness variation between carbon-rich and -poor regions (Figure 2aii). Enlarged 
composite images of parts of an etchant exposed (yellow) and non-exposed (blue) particles (Figure 
2aii, insert) shows the contrast in morphological differences between etched particle (rough, 
“Moon”-like) and an analogous pristine particle (smooth, “Uranus”-like). 50% AcOH/EtOH 
treatment generated exquisite surface-deposited organometallic features (“polymer flower”) on the 
metal particles (Figure 2aiii). Increasing acid concentration (75% v/v) created flowers with lower 
aspect ratio ‘petals’ (Figure 2aiv). We inferred that augmentation in organometallic monomer 
favors polymerization, hence accelerated self-assembly of the partially aqueous miscible adducts 
leading to a decrease in the aspect ratio. Given that capillary flow (Equation 1) and Washburn 
penetrativity, (𝑝 = 𝛾𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 2𝜂⁄  where 𝜂 (mPa*s) is viscosity of penetrating liquid)[36] can be tuned 
via particle bed densification, we inferred that changing the particle size will affect densification 




      (1) 
Where h (m) is the equilibrium liquid height,  𝛾(mN/m) and 𝜃 (˚) are liquid surface tension 
and its contact angle with channel wall, ρ is mass density (mg/m3), g is acceleration due to gravity 
(m/S2) and r0 (m) is channel radius.
[37] To test inference above, effect of acid concentration on 
feature geometry under perturbed wetting (due to changes in particle size) was investigated. 
Average particle diameters of 4.02 µm (particle-1, above), 1.93 µm (particle-2), 1.12 µm (particle-
3), and 0.75 µm (particle-4) were compared. 
For particles with average size of 1.93 ± 1.13 µm (particle-2, Figure 2bi), no 
polymerization occurred after 25% acid treatment. Capillary force generated during solvent 
evaporation, however, altered particle packing (Figure 2bii). Increasing acid concentration to 50% 
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and 75% v/v acid solution generated polymeric flower-like features analogous to those observed 
with particle-1 (Figure biii, biv). On further particle size reduction to 1.12 ± 0.81 µm (Particle-3, 
Figure 2ci), a small but continuous polymer layer was covering the assembly after 50-AcOH/EtOH 
treatment (Figure 2ciii) in contrast to the preserved smooth surface after 25-AcOH/EtOH treatment 
(Figure 2cii). Raising acid concentration to 75% v/v formed flowers with high aspect ratio ‘petals’ 
(Figure 2civ). Further decreasing the particle size to 0.75 ± 0.46 µm, however, prohibited the 
formation of polymer flowers even when treated with 75-AcOH/EtOH solution (Figure 2di-div). 
We infer that this is likely to reduced penetrativity hence poor bathing of the particles with the 
etchant leading to significantly reduced monomer concentration hence reduced growth of surface 
features. These results indicate a structural control of a surface chemical reaction and self-
assembly of resulting adducts. 
To investigate effect of packing to polymerization, particle size on top-layer of original 
and treated 2D-assemblies were collected and analyzed. Smaller average diameters of particles on 
top layer of assemblies compared to the as-prepared ULMCS particles are due to self-filtration 
during the assembly formation (Figure 2i, S1f). [38] Size histograms of particle-1 and-2 did showed 
a normal distribution (Figure 1e,f) indicating a stochastic distribution, but the smaller diameter 
particle-3 and -4 were better fitted to a lognormal function in part due to presence of significant 
positive skew in the distributions (Figure 1g,h). Skewed size distribution of small particles resulted 
in increasing polydispersity (Figure 1i, also see SI). When particles were treated as hard spheres, 
and assuming optimized packing, variation in packing factor, ∅ = 0.634 + 𝑐1𝛿 + 𝑐2𝑆𝛿
2 (where 
𝛿 =polydispersity, S=skewness in particle size distribution, C1=0.0658 and C2=0.0857), hence 
porosity (1- Φ), with change in particle size is expected. Figure 1j shows an increase in packing 
factor, Φ, hence a decreasing porosity, with decrease in particle size and increase in skewness . 
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From Jurin’s law (equation 1) we infer that engineering densification, hence porosity, affects inter-
particle distances and available void space (channel) dimension which has an inverse relation to 
the penetration depth. The more distributed a small amount of the fluid is, the lower the local 
concentration hence poor self-assembly. It is therefore expected that precipitated adducts will 
decrease with increase in penetration depth as shown in Figure 2. Besides the distribution of the 
acid-base pair solution, and local concentration, changes in surface strain and associated Laplace 
pressure jump condition (DP) across the surface oxide changes with size (curvature). The increased 
surface stress may increase reactivity of the surface oxide, but this enhanced reactivity is frustrated 
by concentration of the etchant and ligands requisite for the HetMet reaction to occur. A key tenet 
of the recently reported BIOMAP metal soft lithography with undercooled metal particles, is the 
concomitant phase change. With current enhanced texturing however, it is challenging to image 
the interparticle necking and/or spinodal patterns associated with solidification. We, however, 
anticipate significant changes in conductivity upon solidification since interparticle space in non-
connected particle is dominated by surface ligands. We therefore anticipate two major changes, 
viz; i) a change from a sigmoidal I-V curve (characteristic of tunneling) and ii) increased resistivity 
as we move from wide non-Hertzian contacts in the liquid particles to thin capillary neck 
connectivity that are perturbed by deposited organometallic adducts. Figure S2 shows the 
conductivity of the particle beds before and after acid treatment showing a change in the shape of 
the I-V curve and greatly enhanced conductivity. We can therefore infer that, as previously 





Figure 2. Effect of acidic solution concentration on polymeric microstructure formation upon ULMCS 2D-assemblies of different particles size. 
Inserted enlarged secondary electron (SE) images help to show feature details. ai) Original 2D-assembly of particle-1. aii) 25-AcOH/EtOH acidic 
solution treated 2D-assembly of particle-1. aiii) 50-AcOH/EtOH acidic solution treated 2D-assembly of particle-1. aiv) 75-AcOH/EtOH acidic 
solution treated 2D-assembly of particle-1. bi-iv) Untreated, 25, 50 or 75-AcOH/EtOH acidic solution treated 2D-assembly of particle-2. ci-iv) 
Original, 25, 50 or 75-AcOH/EtOH acidic solution treated 2D-assembly of particle-3. di-iv) Untreated, 25, 50 or 75-AcOH/EtOH acidic solution 
treated 2D-assembly of particle-4. e-h) Top layer particle size distribution of particle 1-4 2D assemblies. i) Statistical size summary of top layer 
particles. j) Packing factor and porosity of 2D assemblies. 
 
Having shown the dependency of generated surface features on the surface area in 
contact with the reactants, we desired to enhance the contact by creating a large surface area 
particle bed. The recently reported rose-flower templated surface offer such an system.[29] For 
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brevity and clarity, we compare textured surfaces derived from the largest (particle 1) and 
smallest (particle 4) particles. For particle-1 (average diameter = 4.02 mm), higher structural 
porosity due to large particle size induced in-situ polymerization during BIOMAP process 
(Figure 3a). Geometric confinement in the PDMS mold used to create the structure implied that 
features formed during the BIOMAP process were poorly ordered (Figure 3a, see insert for zoom 
in). We observe fine hair-like nanofeatures on the surface of these particles, indicating limited 
growth of the surface organometallic adducts. A 25 % AcOH/EtOH treatment produced needle-
shaped surface structures (“polymer grass”) from secondary unconfined polymerization (Figure 
3b). Increasing acid concentration led to increased growth of these features (Figure 3b-d, 
inserted) without change in morphology as previously observed (Figure 2). We inferred that the 
initial in-situ surface deposition and texturing during BIOMAP process reduced accessible metal 
surface to the etchant hence reduced monomer production during the unrestricted etch and re-
polymerization dictating the high-aspect ratio of formed features. For particle-4 (average 
diameter = 0.75 mm), BIOMAP, as expected, led to a metal rose structure without texturing in 
part due to the reduced penetrativity and high densification (Figure 3e). A 25 %AcOH/EtOH 
solution treatment induced polymerization and surface self-assembly, creating a composite 
mixture of “flower-like”, “grass-like” particles on the structured particle surface (Figure 3f). 
Increasing acid concentration to 50 % AcOH/EtOH led to domination by the flower-like features 
(Figure 3g) analogous to those observed with flat 2D-particle beds (Figure 2biii/Civ) albeit with 
slight differences in dimensions. Further increase in acid concentration to 75 % AcOH/EtOH, 
however, led to disordered deposition on the surface with concomitant loss in the rose topology 
(Figure 3h). We infer that the increase surface area and high acid concentration led to over 
etching of the material and high monomer concentration leading to stochastic precipitation of the 
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partially soluble organometallic adducts. We infer that a balance between surface area and acid 
concentration (here 50% AcOH/EtOH) is needed for controlled etching, polymerization, and 
surface self-assembly. We note that polymerization of 3D-assembly on the patterned particle 
beds shows lager over-all porosity compared to the flat 2D-particle beds. 
 
Figure 3. Effect of acidic solution concentration on polymeric microstructure formation upon 3D-assembly (metal rose) of ULMCS with different 
particle size distribution, with enlarged secondary electron (SE) image and back scattered electron (BSE) images inserted upper right and down 
right to show feature details a) In-situ polymerization during 3D-assembly formation of particle-1. b) 25-AcOH/EtOH acidic solution treated 3D-
assembly of particle-1. c) 50-AcOH/EtOH acidic solution treated 3D-assembly of particle-1. d) 75-AcOH/EtOH acidic solution treated 3D-
assembly of particle-1. e-h) Original, 25, 50 or 75-AcOH/EtOH acidic solution treated 3D-assembly of particle-4. 
 
To evaluate the effect of surface texturing on wetting behavior, wetting properties were 
investigated using a goniometer equiped with a tilting base and a medium speed (35 flames/s) 
camera. Wetting behavior were compared to those of the rose petal and the lotus leaf to 
differentiate adhesion or lack thereof. Compared to clean metal rose (Figure 3e) pattern (contact 
angle 129.8 ± 5.5°), inherent polymerized 3D-assembly of particle-1 (composite lotus, Figure 3a) 
gave a contact angle, q = 143.2 ± 5.4°. This is a significant increase in non-wetting properties (Dq 
= 13.4° ) approaching the super-hydorphobic regime (Figure 4a). With such high contact angles, 
we evaluated surface adhesion of water droplets by placing a droplet on 30°(Figure 4b) and 60° 
(figure 4c) tilted surface. We observe that the droplets roll off the tilted composite lotus surface 
indicative of a Lotus effect (Figure 4b,c, supporting video), compared to the sticky 
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ultrahydrophobic (rose petal effect) observed with the metallic rose pattern replica. Grafting 
organometallic adducts on the surface of this composite lotus (treated composite lotus), however, 
leads to loss in hydrophobicity (Figure 4a) likely due to loss of the hair-like surface features and 
likely loss of hirechical multi-scale texture as the nanohairs acts as nucleant seed for further surface 
deposition. An analogous observation was made with the pre-organized powder derived from 
smaller particles (particle-4, figure 3e vs 3g) where a decrease in hydrophobicity (Dq = 27.7°) was 
observed with texturing. We infer that precise multiscale morphology control of surface deposited 
organometallic polymeric feature is crucial for achieving desired wetting properties. 
 
Figure 4. Achieving Lotus effect from metal rose base by |MetaPoly|. a) Contact angle of fresh lotus, original (composite lotus) and 50-AcOH/EtOH 
treated 3D-assembly (treated composite lotus) of particle-1 as well as fresh rose, original (metal rose) and 50-AcOH/EtOH treated 3D-assembly 
(treated metal rose) of particle-1. Water droplet rolling off when composite lotus is tilted at 30 (b) or 60 degrees (c). 
 
Conclusion 
In conclusion, we demonstrated dimensional confined in-situ organometallic polymer 
synthesis and surface self-assembly of metal ions derived from undercooled liquid metal particles 
to form tuneable surface fine structures. Concomitant sintering and solidification of the metal 
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particle bed leads to a textured solid metal surface irrespective of the particle assembly geometry. 
This texture tuning approach is therefore applicable to both plain (2D) or intricate (3D) assembly 
of undercooled metals, upon which various surface features could be generated with concomitant 
change in their wetting properties. Felicitous choice of particle size, hence densification, affects 
fluid flow rates and penetrativity. Denser packing of the particles, therefore, results in decreased 
metal-organic monomer concentration thus favors high aspeic ratio polymeric features. With the 
demostration of altering the wetting state from Wenzel (metal rose) to Cassie (composite lotus), 
we infer that the reported approach is amiable to surface property tuning. 
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Appendix: Ultra- and Super- Hydrophobic Textured Metal Surfaces  
Experimental Procedures 
Materials: Field’s metal (eutectic indium (51%)–bismuth (32.5%)–tin(16.5%)) was 
purchased from Rotometals. Glacial acetic acid (99.7%) and ethyl acetate (reagent grade, 99.9%) 
were from Fisher Scientific. Diethylene glycol (99.9%) was purchased from VWR. Sylgard 184 
Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) was purchased from Ellsworth adhesives and used as received. 
Ethanol (anhydrous) was from Decon laboratories Inc.. Deionized water was prepared using a 
Thermo Scientific Smart2Pure® 6 UV water purifier system. Fresh rose flowers were purchased 
from a local supermarket (Hyvee®) and used as received. Lotus was planted with seeds 
manufactured by T-shin from Amazon with germination process summarized in Figure S3. 
Particle synthesis: ULMCS Field’s metal particles were synthesized using the SLICE 
method.[1] Field’s metal (10g) and diethylene glycol (200 mL) were placed in Cuisinart® (SBC-
1000FR) soup maker and heat to ca. 118 ℃ using the built-in base heater and heating tape wrapped 
around the soup maker jug. Glacial acetic acid (2mL) was then added to the blender and the mixture 
was sheared at a speed of ~6000 rpm (setting 1 on the soup maker), ~9000 rpm (setting 2), ~13000 
rpm (setting 3) and ~17000 rpm (setting 4) for 10 minutes to obtain particle 1, 2, 3 and 4, 
respectively The resulting suspension was then quenched in ethanol and allowed to equilibrate to 
ambient conditions. The slurry was then filtered using a Buchner funnel and a Whatman GF/F 
filter. The filtered particles were washed with copious amounts of ethanol, followed by an ethyl 
acetate rinse. The remaining particles were then harvested and stored in ethyl acetate. 
Acidic solution preparation: Acidic solution was prepared by mixing glacial acidic acid 
with ethanol (AcOH/EtOH). 50% precent volume ratio acidic solution (50-AcOH/EtOH) was 
prepared by adding 5 mL glacial acidic acid into 5mL ethanol. Similarly, 25-AcOH/EtOH and 75-
AcOH/EtOH was prepared by mixing 2.5 or 7.5 mL glacial acidic acid with 7.5 or 2.5 mL ethanol. 
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Particle deposition: 1.4 cm × 1.4 cm Si substrate was cleaned with ethanol before use. 
Particles suspended in ethyl acetate were spin-coated onto Si substrate templates at a speed of 1500 
rpm, attained over 10 seconds and held for another 20 seconds. The deposited particle bed changed 
from a dark grey slurry into an off-white film. 
Metal rose preparation: Metal rose was prepared following the BIOMAP process. Mixture 
of the PDMS elastomer and cross-linker (10:1) was applied on the Mann® ease release sprayed 
rose petal surfaces to prepare inverse PDMS rose. After storing in 40 ℃ oven overnight, fully 
cross-linked PDMS was lifted off with tweezers to reveal inverse rose pattern. Then particles 
suspended in ethyl acetate were spin-coated onto inverse PDMS rose at a speed of 1500 rpm, 
attained over 10 seconds and held for another 20 seconds. A 1:1 solution of glacial acetic acid in 
ethanol with small amount of water was used to activate the deposited particles. Approximately 2-
3 drops/cm2 of the activating solution was added using a Pasteur pipette. The solvent was 
evaporated at ambient leading to sintering. Templated features were lifted-off (template-stripped) 
using copper tape which was sticked to Si substrates. Obtained metal rose structure was washed 
with copious amount of ethanol and wait until fully dry-out. 
Acid-treatment of 2D and 3D particle assembly: Particles deposited on Si substrate (2D 
assembly) or metal rose (3D assembly) was treated with AcOH/EtOH solutions by dropping 
approximately 1-2 drops/cm2 of the acidic solution onto assembly surface using a Pasteur pipette. 
The solvent was evaporated at ambient leading to polymerization. When completely dried, treated 
assemblies was washed with copious amount of ethanol. 
Imaging: Si substrates supported structures were adhered to a flat SEM stubs (Ted Pella, 
Inc.) with Copper tape. For all the acid solution-treated samples, 10-nm indium was sputtered on 
sample surface with Quorum sputter coater before imaging to avoid charging. Sample was imaged 
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using a scanning electron microscopy (FEI Inspect F50 SEM, FEI Quanta 250 FE-SEM) using 10 
kV accelerating voltage, 3.0 a.u. spot size and at 10 mm working distance. Biological structures 
were imaged using environmental mode (pressure: 750 Pa) of FEI Quanta 250 FE-SEM with 10 
kV accelerating voltage and 4.0 a.u. spot size. Secondary electron (SE) detector and back Scattered 
electron (BSE) detector were used to highlight topological and composition differences. 
Contact angle measurement: Static contact angle images were generated by placing 2 µm 
deionized water on the surface of samples at ambient conditions. Droplet images were recorded 
using a Ramé-Hart 100-00 Goniometer equipped with a tilt-base and a high speed ccd camera. 
Contact angles were collected and analyzed using the in-built DropImage® software. For each 
sample, at least 8 spots were evaluated.  
False coloring: Non-grayscale SEM images shown in the paper were false colored with 
Adobe Photoshop CC with hue, saturation and lightness (HSL) values listed in Table S1. Image 
brightness and contrast was adjusted accordingly. 
Supporting Discussion 
Packing factor Φ of random-close-packed hard spheres is affected by polydispersity 𝛿, and 
skewness, S, of particle size distribution with the relation: 
 ∅ = 0.634 + 𝑐1𝛿 + 𝑐2𝑆𝛿
2  (1) 
Where c1 and c2 equals to 0.0658 and 0.0857 respectively. Polydispersity 𝛿 is defined as:  
 𝛿 = √〈∆𝑅2〉/〈𝑅〉 (2) 
Where R is the particle size. [3] Porosity of assembly equals to 1- Φ. The larger the Φ, the 





Figure A1. Morphology of as-prepared particle-1 (a), particle-2 (b), particle-3 (c) and particle-4 (d). e) Diameter histogram and distribution summary 
of as-prepared particle 1-4. f) Average diameter of as-prepared particles and particles on the top layer of assemblies.  
 
 





Figure A3. Germination and transplant of lotus seed. 
 
Table S1. False coloring hue, saturation and lightness values. 
color hue saturation] lightness4[c] 
Red (polymer flower) 0 50 0 
Yellow (polymer flower) 50 50 0 
Green (polymer grass) 120 50 0 
Brown (particle soil) 20 30 -50 
Pink (rose) 333 50 0 
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 Abstract 
Reacting platform deficiency restricts one-step synthesis and alignment of mix-component 
nanowires. Herein, by applying template-directed heterogeneous metal/ligand reaction between 
undercooled metal particles and acidic agent, polymeric nanowires are synthesized with 
synchronous in-situ ordering, then completely transformed into high aspect ratio mix-oxide 
nanowires with heat treatment. Using undercooled Field’s metal and InSn particles, we illustrate 
generality and versatility of this Directed Metal/ligand reaction (D-Met).  
 
Introduction 
Advances in miniaturization and mixed/hybrid material devices calls for new approaches 
to fabricate organized materials across different length scales. Nature has mastered self-assembly 
from sub-atomic particles to galaxies, and doing so via autonomous bottom-up processes.[1, 2] 
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Synthetically, self-organization approaches have been realized[3, 4] with applications ranging from 
electronics,[5, 6] optics,[7, 8] microfluidics[9] to biosystems[10] enabling unprecedented advances.[11] 
Top-down lithography, however, has been the most widely used method to pattern materials raging 
from rigid (dry etch,[12, 13] wet etch[14])  to flexible (hot embossing,[15] nanoimprint,[16, 17] transfer 
printing[18] soft-lithography,[19-21] micro-contact printing,[22-24] among others) approaches. 
Colloidal assembly has also been deployed in bottom-up construction of nanoarrays,[25-27] albeit 
under significant limitations due to densification limits, interparticle bonding  and sintering.[28] 
The above methods, however, are inevitably segmented due to fabrication intricacies and/or 
perquisition for informed building blocks and concomitant challenges in achieving complex 
composition and multiscale isotropye.[29-31] Employing mold during material formation and 
transfer generates high aspect ratio (HAR) nanowires with prospective application in 
electronics.[32, 33] Isotropic polymerization of long-chain precursors, however, results in blunt 
nanowires without post-processing, which are mostly single-component polymers due to the lack 
of a platform to assemble mix-component nanomaterial. [34, 35]  
We recently demonstrated that undercooled liquid metal core shell (ULMCS) particles are 
ample metal ion reservoirs, hence precursor for self-assembled high-aspect ratio nanomaterial 
synthesis. By immersing ULMCS particles in a conjugate acid-base solutions, metal particles react 
with base ligand to form organometallic monomer adducts that in situ polymerize and self-
assemble into nanobeams. This multiphase metal-organic reaction was referred to as Heterogenous 
metal/ligand reaction, and for brevity HetMet reaction (Figure 1a).[36] Since HetMet reactions are 
living polymerization and a multi-dimensional precipitate growth, we inferred that the geometry 
of the material can be controlled via geometry of the reactor and controlled evaporation (Figure 
1a). We infer that evaporation and precipitation of the HetMet adducts will lead to changes in 
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surface tension triggering Marangoni flow, as such, directional continuous growth can be achieved 
with directed fluid and monomer flow. Similarly, felicitous choice of precursor alloy(s), this in-
situ reaction, offers an ability to co-precipitate and/or co-assemble mix-component nanowires in 
one-step (Figure 1e). 
To test the ansatz above, we compared directed and free HetMet products derived from 
ULMCS particles. Without geometric confinement monomers formed beam-like structures in 
arbitrary direction (Figure 1b). To confine the HetMet reaction, we use replica-molding to transfer 
features of a standard optical grating (400 lines/cm, brand name) onto polydimethylsiloxane 
(PDMS). Placing alloy precursors on one end of these channels (Figure 1a), Jurins law (equation 
1) dictates that placing a solution of the conjugate-base pair on the parts will lead to capillary-
driven filling of the channels with concomitant concentration driven distribution of chelated 




      (1) 
Where h (m) is the equilibrium liquid height,  𝛾(mN/m) and 𝜃 (˚) are liquid surface tension 
and its contact angle with channel wall, ρ is mass density (mg/m3), g is acceleration due to gravity 
(m/S2) and r0 (m) is channel radius.
[37] From equation [1] and reaction kinetics, the dimension of 
the growth and correction zones can be tuned through channel dimensions and properties 
(concentration and wetting properties) of the fluid.  
When HetMet reaction is performed on these PDMS channels, however, diffusive flux 
automatically distributes the polymerizing organometallic adducts across the grooves. Before 
reaching equilibrium, liquid capillary formation inside channels, through the particle bed, is 




       (2) 
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Where 𝜂 (mPa*s) is viscosity of penetrating liquid. Obtained p value possesses unit of m/s 
, indicating the penetrating speed of a liquid into a porous fine structure like a packed particle 
bed.[39] Relying on the direct dependence of p on 𝛾 and 𝜂,  capillary formation could be tuned by 
varying physical properties of fluxing solution. After capillary formation, evaporation of solvent 
and induced Marangoni flow leads to solute concentration near channel edge, analogous to the 
coffee ring effect (Figure S2a-b).[40] The evaporation-driven monomer accumulation precipitates 
an organometalic (polymerization)critical nuclei that triggers ad infinitum growth of continuous 
organometallic polymer nanowires We infer that coordinating polymerization and concomitant 
directed self-assembly of polymeric adducts yields high-aspect ratio nanowires from the metal 
ion/carbon ligand-chessboard, interpenetrating ligand  structures, and adventitious solvent derived 
co-ligands (Figure 1a). Deploying this packing nature, and partial ligand pyrolization, heat -
treatment would lead to an extensive shrinkage in wire height while preserves wire continuity in y 
direction, with concomitant composition transformation from metal-organic mixture to pure metal 
oxides.   
Aligned HAR mix-component nanowires can, therefore, be formed synchronous during 
synthesis by exploiting the HetMet reaction, and confined fluid dynamics such as capillary 
formation, Marangoni flow, and evaporation. Using undercooled liquid metal particle and acetic 
acid fluxing agent, we demonstrated that a confined metal/ligand reaction leads to aligned mixed-
oxide nanowires without prerequisite for individual nano-building blocks or complicated 






Figure 1. a) Schematic illustration of ultra-high aspect ratio nanowire formation from undercooled Field’s metal particles by Directed Metal ligand 
reaction (D-Met) (size notation: width: w, height: h and length: l). b) Coexistence of undercooled liquid metal particle and flower-like wires near 
dissolve zone.  c) Discontinuous wire formation in the growth zone. d) Continuous aligned wire formation in the collection zone. e) Macro/micro-
structure illustration of PDMS grating (top: photo, middle: diagram, bottom: SEM image, false-colored blue). f) Diagram of wire synthesis by open-
channel growth. g) SEM of wire lifted-off onto Cu tape (false-colored yellow). h) Diagram of wire synthesis by close-channel growth. i) SEM of 
wire directly deposited on Si substrate (false-colored green). 
 
Results and Discussion 
Undercooled liquid Field’s metal particles were synthesized via the SLICE (Shearing 
Liquids into Complex ParticLEs) method as previously reported[41-42]  with 1.77 ± 0.96 µm average 
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diameter. By dropping acetic acid containing fluxing agent to particles deposited on PDMS 
grating, in-situ nanowire formation was divided in to three zones (Figure 1a). At the channel head, 
deposition of the conjugate acid-base pair in the flux solutions leads to a Dissolve zone that 
produces metalx+/(CH3COO
-)x monomers. The dissolved and chelated metal adducts are carried 
into the channel by the fluxing agent (Figure 1b). Driven by capillary pressure, these adducts flow 
into the channel, triggering polymerization in growth zone. Low miscibility in the solution, 
however, leads to rapid saturation which is exacerbated by increase in degree of polymerization 
(Figure 1c). In contrast, continuous wires were generated near grating end (collection zone) due to 
a combination of solvent evaporation-driven monomer accumulation and pinned polymerization 
which in turn drives Marangoni-type flow with local changes in solute concentration (Figure 1d). 
With fluxing cycle defined as fluxing agent droppage and dry-out, morphology of D-Met product 
was found to be transformed from individual wires to concrete tight-packed disc array with 
increasing fluxing cycles and improved filling of the channels by the precipitated organometallics 
(Fig. S1a-c). In an open channel (Figure 1f), however, with evaporation occurring across the 
channel surface and the edge, we observe that the shape of the resulting precipitates are warped 
and not totally filling the channels (Figure 1g). To establish better control, hence improved wire 
morphology, we limited open surfaces, hence direct the Marangoni flow, with concomitant 
alignment of the concentration gradient to the direction of the ad infinitum  polymer growth (close 
channel, Figure 1h). Pining evaporation contact line by placing the PDMS mold onto an ultraflat 
Si(111) wafer led to deposition of well-defined, continuous wires directly on Si substrate (Figure 
1i). Since obtained wire patterns are similar to those of the grating, we observed similar colorations 
between the grating and deposited materials even though they are compositionally dissimilar 
(Figure S1d vs S1e). Laser diffraction pattern further reinforced this periodic identity (Figure S1f-
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g). For clarification, nanowires studied in following content were from closed-channel D-Met 
synthesis. 
Considering that surface tension and viscosity are vital in tuning both penetrativity 
(equation 2) and capillary flow (equation 1)- and therefore Marangoni flow, optimization of 
aligned nanowire formation was investigated. The acetate-based fluxing agent was prepared in 
various solvents differing in surface tensions and viscosities namely; acetone-Ace (g= 23.30 
mN/m, h= 0.32 mPa·s), ethanol-EtOH (g= 22.31 mN/m, h= 1.17 mPa·s), water-H2O (g= 72.75 
mN/m, h= 1.00 mPa·s). From these properties (Table S1), any process dominated by surface 
tension should give comparable results for Ace and EtOH while viscosity dominated processes 
would give comparable products between H2O and EtOH. Concomitant change in Washburn 
penetrativity (equation 2), however, would show a decaying behavior from Ace to water (Figure 
2g). We infer that penetrativity would alter both reaction kinetics and fluid flow hence dimensions 
of synthesized wires. Wires formed with AcOH/Ace in the growth zone were the longest albeit 
sparsely distributed (Figure 2a). In contrast, AcOH/EtOH and AcOH/H2O generated significant 
denser wires albeit of shorter length (Figure 2b-c). We inferred that the larger the penetrativity, the 
faster the grating channel filled by monomer and the more rapid the flow (p=14.27 m/s, 7.23 m/s 
, and 7.08 m/s for AcOH/Ace, AcOH/EtOH and AcOH/H2O respectively). Transient flow 
benefited continuous wire generation with more building block supply, however, hindered 
polymerizing seed formation due to challenge in local monomer build up. Discontinuities in wires 
synthesized from AcOH/H2O (Figure 2c, inserted) was due to a relative hydrophobicity between 
fluxing agent and PDMS template since repellence from template prohibited agent to “repair” 
intermittent breakages (Table S1). 
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After capillary generation, evaporation of fluxing agent resulted in deposition of monomers 
in collection zone. We inferred that mass of monomer precipitated per unit time is proportional to 
evaporation rate k (see discussion in the SI), which was directly related to fluxing agent vapor 
pressure (P) (Figure 2g). AcOH/Ace (P = 11.66 kPa) generated longest wires in the collection 
zone, albeit with significant discontinuity illustrating incomplete/rushed growth (Figure 2d). 
AcOH/EtOH and AcOH/H2O (P= 3.68 and 2.15 kPa, respectively), however, generated short 
wires with well-defined sharp-edged morphology (Figure 2e-f). Although wires resulting from the 
AcOH/EtOH and AcOH/H2O systems were continuous and well formed, as expected, the 
evaporation edge was not well defined. We infer these to be likely due to secondary precipitation 
leading to excessive buildup without well-ordered self-assembly. 
 
Figure 2. Effect of fluxing agent to wire formation. Wire formation in growth zone on the PDMS substrate (false-colored blue) when AcOH/Ace 
(a), AcOH/EtOH (b) or AcOH/H2O (c) served as fluxing agent. Wire formation in collection zone on Si substrate (false-colored green) when 
AcOH/Ace (d), AcOH/EtOH (e) or AcOH/H2O (f) served as fluxing agent. g) Penetrativity (p) and vapor pressure (P) summary of fluxing agents. 
 
To investigate effects of heat treatment on wire morphology and composition, deposited 
wires were calcined at various temperatures. Before calcination, pristine wires were well-aligned 
and virtually defect-free (Figure 3a). Aspect ratios of pristine wires were high irrespective of 
dimension considered (l/w=112, l/h=286, Figure 3e). After one-hour heat (200 ˚C, 400 ˚C and 600 
˚C) treatment, the well-defined morphology and  arrangement in an array were maintained (Figure 
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3b-d). Minor breakages were observed due to shrinkage as captured by decreasing wire length with 
increasing temperature (e.g. 600 ˚C, 𝑦 =  −0.085, see SI for discussion). Compression happened 
in x direction was comparable to y direction (e.g. 𝑥 =  −0.15). However, shrinkage in z direction 
was the most prominent among three dimensions (e.g. 600 ˚C  𝑧 =  −0.49) (Figure 3e, S3a-f). 
We inferred carbon/carbon-ligand sub-layer between metal/carbon-chessboard sub-layers was 
shrunk during calcination, as indicated by a large negative Poission ratio in z-y plane compared to 
x-y plane (200 ˚C to 600 ˚C  𝜈𝑧𝑦 =  −4.28, 𝜈𝑥𝑦 = 0.35, SI). We observe an increase in aspect 
ratios (l/w = 121, l/h= 516) after calcination at 600 ˚C despite remarkable volume shrinkage 
(60.81%). This is likely due to re-organization of resulting oxide polymorph crystallites in 
presence of graphitic carbon.4 Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) was applied to investigate 
composition of the resulting wires.. Elemental mappings showed a reducing carbon signal with 
increase in temperature, confirming partial removal of organic ligands (Figure 3f, S3g-i). Carbon 
content drop from 24.65 at.% to 8.5 at.% after 600 ˚C treatment (Table S2). This indicates almost 
complete carbon removal when take contribution of adventitious carbon into consideration (8.78 
at.%, Si substrate), however, calcination does not remove all carbonaceous materials and as such 
we exercise caution in over-interpreting these results. As expected, we observe that the pristine 
beams bear a composition in line with redox-potential dictated surface re-oxidation in the Cabrera-
Mott regime (Table S2).[4,36] Although synthesized from Field’s metal particles (In: 60.13, 
Sn:18.82, Bi: 21.05 at.%), pristine wire contained slightly more Sn and Bi relative to In than the 
native alloy. After heat-treatment, tan increase in Sn with concomitant decreasing In and Bi were 
observed (Figure 3g) with likely losses being due to vaporization of spalling. We infer that 
composition variation from Field’s metal particle to pristine wires might be due to preference of 
monomer formation between conjugate base and larger metal ions (less strain around the 
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coordination sphere) could or compatibility in co-assembly between Sn and Bi adducts. . 36 When 
heat was applied, standard reduction potential, E0, dictatespropensity to oxidize. 45, 46 Metal content 
change at temperatures ≤400 ˚C supports this inference by showing an increase in Sn and Bi with 
decreasing In. However, a sharp Bi drop from 27.70 at. % (400 ˚C) to 20.40 at.%  (600 ˚C) is likely 
due to loss of the volatile Bi2O3. We inferred that at 600 ˚C solid vaporization started dominating 
construction adjustment by removing the most volatile component (Bi2O3) from solid phase, 
resulting in a final composition where middle E0 element (Sn) dominates. 47 This element self-
sorting happened during D-Met synthesis provided versatility for nanowire composition tuning. 
To investigate nanowire phases, X-ray powder diffraction spectrum of pristine and 600˚C 
calcined nanowires were collected. Composition of heat-treated wires was distinct from pristine 
wires with highly crystalline mixed oxide phases of In2O3 




51 (Figure 3h, S3k). To further confirm structural and compositional changes, we inferred 
that charge transport characteristics must be significantly different between the pristine and 
calcined samples. Conductivity measurement of pristine wire showed fusiform sigmoidal I-V 
curve (sigmoidal curves are typically characteristic of tunneling-dominated charge transport), with 
large hysteresis due to capacitive nature of the wires. On the contrary, calcined wires behaved as 
semiconductor with a bias direction dependent exponential and linear components I-V curve 
(Figure 3i). Wire conductivity was enhanced almost 600 times by calcination (pristine: 3.38E-07 
S/m, 600C: 2.19E-04 S/m). The crystallization and phase separation processes during heat-
treatment potentially altered the single, and wide, optical band gap pristine wire into a mixed, and 








Figure 3. Wire morphology and composition change after calcination.  SEM images of pristine wires (a), wires calcined at 200 ˚C (b), 400 ˚C (c) 
and 600 ˚C (d). e) Dimension summary of pristine and calcined nanowires. f) EDS mapping of wire calcined at 600 ˚C (Color: indium: red, tin: 
green, bismuth: yellow, carbon: purple, oxygen: blue). g) Metallic composition changes of wires calcined at different temperatures. h) XRD 
spectrum of wire calcined at 600 ˚C. i) I-V curve last cycle of pristine and calcined wires.  
 
To test the generality of D-Met process, close channel synthesis was applied on InSn 
undercooled particles based on the ansatz that this would lead to pre-organized ordered array of 
ohmic conducting ITO (indium-tin-oxide) nanowires. Pristine wires, as expected, showed distinct 
shape and auto deposited into a highly ordered array on Si substrate (Figure S4a). Wire 
morphology and arrangement were retained after one-hour heat treatment (Figure 4a, S4b). As 
expected, elemental self-sorting occurred in the final wire composition. However, 600 °C 
calcination was insufficient in carbon removal from ITO wires potentially due to a tightly packed 
morphology of the co-precipitated organometallic polymers(Figure 4b). Elemental mapping 
showed a four-element composition after calcination (Figure 4c) and XRD spectrum illustrated 
pure crystalline In2O3 and SnO2 phases of the wires (Figure 4d). Furthermore, 800 °C-heat 
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treatment of pristine wires reduced the carbon content from 24.66 at. % to 9.34 at. %. 
Transformation from polymer to metal oxides was best captured via electronic property 
measurement. Transition voltage spectroscopy (TVS) revealed a clear transition from quantum 
tunneling to ohmic conduction at around 1V for pristine sample (Figure 4e), which was absent in 
calcinated wires. Exponential part before linear portion in the I-V curve of pristine wires 
corresponds to tunneling-dominated charge transportation through organic ligands while the 
tunneling portion was greatly reduced for calcinated wires (Figure 4f). (However, due to the minor 
exfoliation of ITO wires from the substrate after calcination, its conductivity was not enhanced by 
calcination (Figure S4c-d).) 
 
Figure 4. Application of D-Met to ITO wire synthesis. a) SEM image of ITO wires after calcination at 800 °C for one hour (false-coloring: indium: 
red, tin: green, carbon: purple, oxygen: blue). b) Elements content before and after calcination. c) EDS mapping of 800 °C calcined wire. d) XRD 
spectrum showing the crystalline phase of calcined wires from InSn particles. e) Transition Voltage Spectroscopy (TVS): Fowler-Nordheim 
tunnelling plot of pristine and calcined ITO wires. f) Average I-V traces of pristine and calcined ITO wires. 
 
Conclusion 
In conclusion, we demonstrate a method to fabricate aligned mixed-oxide nanowires 
from template-assisted reaction between liquid metal particles and acidic agents. This 
method provides an alternative to tradition equipment and skill heavy approaches like CVD 
and PVD in the deposition process but with concomitant organization using soft-
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lithography derived channel geometry. Exploiting fluid dynamics, nanowire morphology 
can be improved by using solutions with moderate surface tension, viscosity, and vapor 
pressure. The calcined nanowires achieve complete transformation from organometallic 
polymer to metal-oxides with retention of both continuity and arrangement albeit with 
minor detachment from substrate. Synthesis of ordered mixed-oxide nanowire arrays shows 
high versatility and generality, illustrating that metal/ligand reaction can be used to form 
nanostructures of complex composition and morphology in one step and with limited 
infrastructure. We hypothesize that D-Met, being simple and readily adaptable is 
potentially a revolutionary technique in electrical and optical industries for large-scale 
fabrication of hybrid or mixed-component nanoarrays irrespective of the target substrates. 
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Appendix: Synchronous in-situ Synthesis and Alignment of High Aspect Ratio Mixed-
Oxide Nanowires 
Materials and Methods 
Materials: Field’s metal (eutectic indium (51%, wt%)–bismuth (32.5%, wt%)–tin (16.5%, 
wt%)) and tin metal was purchased from Rotometals. Indium metal (99.999%) was from Alfa 
Aesar). Glacial acetic acid (99.7%), trichloroacetic acid(99.8%), ethyl acetate (reagent grade, 
99.9%), and acetone (HPLC grade, 99.7%) were from Fisher Scientific. Diethylene glycol (99.9%) 
was purchased from VWR. Ethanol (anhydrous) was from Decon laboratories Inc.. Above 
chemicals were used as received. Deionized water was prepared using a Thermo Scientific 
Smart2Pure® 6 UV water purifier system. Si substrates (University wafers) and glass slides (J. 
Melvin Freed brand) were used after cleaning with ethanol. Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) 
gratings were prepared by soft lithographic replication from a glass grating and cut with scissor 
along orthogonal to the length of the channel to expose inlets or outlets.  
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Particle synthesis: Undercooled liquid metal particles were synthesized using the SLICE 
(Shearing Liquids Into Complex particlEs) method. For Field’s metal particles, the metal (10g) 
and diethylene glycol (200 mL) were placed in Cuisinart® (SBC-1000FR) soup maker and heat to 
ca. 118 ˚C using the built-in base heater and heating tape wrapped around the soup maker jug. 
Then 2 mL glacial acetic acid was added to the blender and the mixture was sheared at ~9000 rpm 
(setting 2) for 10 minutes. The resulting suspension was quenched in ethanol and allowed to 
equilibrate to ambient conditions. The slurry was then filtered using a Buchner funnel with 
Whatman GF/F filter. The filtered particles were washed with copious amounts of ethanol, 
followed by an ethyl acetate rinse. The remaining particles were then harvested and stored in ethyl 
acetate. For indium-tin particles, eutectic InSn alloy made by first mixing 10.20 g indium metal 
into 12.05 g molten tin, then the alloy was cooled down to room temperature. For particle synthesis, 
mixture of 4.32 g InSn alloy, 200 mL Diethylene and 1.04 g Trichloroacetic acid was preheated to 
140 ˚C on a hot plate. After immediate transferring to a 10˚-tilted Cuisinart® (SBC-1000FR) soup 
maker, the mixture was sheared at a speed of ~17000 rpm (setting 4) for 4 minutes. Obtained 
particles were filtered following same procedure with field’s metal particles. 
Fluxing agent preparation: AcOH/Ace was prepared by mixing 5 mL glacial acetic acid 
with 5 mL acetone. AcOH/EtOH and AcOH/H2O were prepared following same procedure by 
replacing acetone with ethanol and deionized water, respectively.  
Particle deposition and fluxing: For open channel process, undercooled metal particle 
solution (ca. 1 µL) was deposited on y-axis end of PDMS grating with Eppendorf® micropipette. 
One droplet of fluxing agent was dropped onto deposited particle with Pasteur pipette. The entire 
PDMS grating surface was fluxed with liquid automatically. Wait for around 30 minutes until the 
agent dried out then repeat the fluxing procedure two times.  For wires prepared with close channel 
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process, undercooled metal particle solution (ca. 1 µL) was deposited on substrates (Si, glass, etc.). 
Then PDMS grating with grating grooves facing down was put onto deposited particles with a 
tweezer. One droplet of fluxing agent was dropped onto deposited particle with Pasteur pipette. 
PDMS grating channels were fluxed with liquid automatically. Wait for around 30 minutes until 
the agent dried out then repeat the fluxing procedure two times.  
Beam calcination: Wires deposited on Si or glass substrates were placed in a muffle 
furnace and heated to 200˚C, 400 ˚C , 600 ˚C or 800 ˚C at 20 ˚C /min, in air. Temperature was 
hold for 1 hour before cooling down to ambient temperature.   
Preparation of C14 SAMs: Ag
TS was template-stripped, cleaned with ethanol and dried with 
nitrogen stream. By placing the template-stripped substrate into a vial containing 3 mmol of 
alkanethiol in 5 mL of 200 proof ethanol, C14 SAMs was prepared. The surface and thiol solution 
were stored for at least 3 h under inert atmosphere (argon). The treated substrate was then rinsed 
with copious ethanol followed by drying out with nitrogen gas. 1 
Imaging: For imaging purpose, wires made with open channel process were lifted off with 
Cu tape then adhered to a flat SEM stub (Ted Pella, Inc.). Wires on Si substrate was imaged directly 
after adhering to a SEM stub. Morphology characterizations were done using scanning electron 
microscopy (FEI-SEM Quanta 250, FEI Quanta 250 FE-SEM) with 3.0 a.u. spot size and 10 mm 
working distance. For calcined wires, the working voltage was 10.0 kV while pristine wires were 
imaged with lower voltage (7.0 kV). Back Scattered electron (BSE) detector was used to 
differentiate beam and substrate. Composition analysis was carried out using Energy Dispersive 
X-ray Spectrometer (EDS). Accelerating voltage of 10 kV and a working distance of 10 mm were 
applied as standards. For element mapping, spot size of 5.0 was applied to improve signaling while 
4.0 spot size was chosen for element analysis with better resolution. 
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Contact angle measurement: By placing 2 µL solution on the surface of PDMS and various 
substrates, static contact angle images were generated at ambient conditions. Droplet images were 
recorded using a Ramé-Hart® 100-00 Goniometer equipped with a high-speed ccd camera. 
Contact angles were collected and analyzed using the in-built DropImage® software. For each 
sample, at least 10 data were evaluated.  
X-Ray Powder Diffraction (XRD): XRD was done on calcined wires detached from Si 
substrate. Ground beam powder was spread onto zero diffraction substrate with a thin Vaseline® 
layer. Sample were characterized by Siemens® D500 x-ray with a copper X-ray tube. Phase 
identification and pattern fitting were done using the Jade® software. 
Conductivity measurement: Wires on Si substrate were used as samples. Two Eutectic 
Gallium Indium (EGaIn) liquid metal droplets (c.a. 0.04 µL) were deposited 1 mm apart along y 
axis onto wires and served as electrodes. A Keithley® 6430 Sub-Femtoamp Remote Sourcemeter 
was connected to conformal liquid metal (EGaIn) electrodes2, 3 and applied cyclic voltage (V) from 
-0.5 V to 0.5 V (0.05 V step) for field’s metal wires, and -5 V to 5 V (0.25 V step) for Indium Tin 
wires  while current (I) was recorded. A hundred I-V cycles were recorded for reaching a steady 
state. The sourcemeter data was corrected using an in-house built labview code and analyzed using 
a matlab code.4 
UV-vis measurement: Absorbance spectrum were collected by putting beam-deposited 
glass slides on light path of Agilent 8453 Diode Array UV-Vis. Spectrum in the wavelength range 
190-1100 nm were collected with spectrometer and analyzed with software Orgin2019b.   
Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM): AFM images were collected using a Digital Instruments 
(now Bruker®) Multi-Mode AFM in contact mode with SNL probes.  Captured images were 
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processed with plaintiffs and flatten routines. The feature height, feature width and cross section 
spectrum were analyzed automatically using the integrated Nanoscope Analysis v2.0 Software. 
Supporting Figures 
 
Figure A1. Construction of open-channel synthesized nanowires by 3-time fluxing (a), 5 time-fluxing (b) or 8-time fluxing (c). d) Photo of PDMS grating under sunlight. e) 
Photo of close-channel wires under sunlight. f) Green laser diffraction pattern of PDMS grating. g) Green laser diffraction pattern of close-channel wires. 
 
 
Figure A2. a) Coffee ring effect of solution droplets on substrate. b) Coffee ring effect analogous behavior of template confined evaporation 






Figure A3. AFM images of PDMS template (a), pristine beam (b), as well as wires calcined at 200 °C (c), 400 °C (d) and 600 °C (e). f) AFM cross-
section spectrum of PDMS mold and (calcined) wires. EDS mapping of pristine beam (g), beam calcined at 200 °C (h) and 400 °C (i). j) Tauc plot 
of pristine beam and beam calcined at 600 °C deposited on glass slides. k) XRD spectrum of pristine nanobeam from field’s metal particles. 
 
 
Figure A4. SEM images of pristine (a) and 600 °C calcined wires (b) synthesized from InSn under cooled particles. c) Low-magnification SEM 




Table S1. Physical properties of fluxing agent at 293.15 K 
Fluxing agent Surface tension γ (mN/m) Contact angle θ on PDMS (̊ ) Viscosity η (mPaˑ s) Penetrativity p (m/s) 
AcOH/Ace 25.55 40.32±1.78 0.68 14.27 
AcOH/EtOH 24.83 45.76±1.04 1.20 7.23 
AcOH/H2O 61.89 76.08±1.50 1.05 7.08 
 
Table S2. Beam composition before and after calcination 
 In (at. %) Sn (at. %) Bi (at. %) C (at. %) O (at. %) 
Pristine beam 10.58 7.43 6.4 24.65 50.94 
200 ̊ C 11.32 6.72 6.44 13.95 61.57 
400 ̊ C 8.79 7.68 6.31 12.85 64.37 
600 ̊ C 10.54 11.15 5.56 8.5 64.25 
 
Discussions 
Calculation of fluxing agent physical properties 
For a binary liquid mixture, if only laminar interaction of flux and capillary channel was considered, 
surface tension of solution was estimated by assuming additivity: γ =  X1γ1 + X2γ2. 
5 If fluxing agent was 
treated ideally, viscosity could be calculated using the Arrhenius equation: ln η = X1ln η1 + X2ln η2. 
[6] 
Mixture vapor pressures were calculated from Raoult's law: P =  X1P1 + X2P2. Xi, γi, ηi and Pi are the mole 
fraction, surface tension, viscosity, and vapor pressure for pure components (Dortmund Data Bank, 
wwww.ddbst.com). Obtained results are summarized in Table 1.   
Discussion of solute deposition mass M at time t 
For the coffee ring effect of solution droplet on a substrate (Figure S2a), solute deposition 
mass M in time t equals to: 
M = k*t
2
1+λ  ························(S1) 
Where k is evaporation rate and t is time (λ is defined in SI eqn [1]).  






    ························(S2) 
Where θ' is the contact angle between fluxing agent and substrate. 7  
When solution evaporation is restricted with template (Figure S2b), pinned solute deposition is 
analogous to coffee ring effect with θ' affected by the presence of template (Figure S2C). 
2
1+λ
 values from 
Eqn S1 and S2 of AcOH/Ace, AcOH/EtOH and AcOH/H2O are 1.46, 1.47 and 1.81 respectively. So when 
t is small, its effect on M is negligible.  
Investigation of beam deformation (strain) and Poission Ratio due to heat 
For beam deformation study, heat-caused strain in x direction was defined as  εx =  
∆w
w
 . Same 
definition held for z-direction (height change) and y-direction (length change) strains. Poisson’s ratio was 
defined as νxy = -
dεx
dεy
   and νzy = -
dεz
dεy
  respectively.   
Calculation of Conductivity 
Resistance reciprocal was calculated using 1st derivative of linear part in last-cycle I-V 
curve. Then resistivity and conductivity of wires was calculated by using obtained resistance and 




CHAPTER 5.    GENERAL CONCLUSION  
In conclusion, under cooled liquid metal particles (Undercooled Liquid Metal Core-Shell, 
ULMCS) exhibited enormous potentials in autonomous construction of functional materials as a 
result of the enclosed metastability at room temperature. We achieved heat-free metal patterning 
of natural structures by investigating the self-filtrated packing and jamming of polydisperse 
ULMCS particles. Followed by a chemical triggered coalescence, this universal templating 
process generates continuous metal pattern which is capable of picking up delicate structural 
difference from fragile natural templates. BIOMAP sets a steppingstone for the development of 
heat-free metal processing as well as biomimetic metal patterning, with tremendous application 
potentials in functional metal surface construction, biological testimony and frugal engineering. 
Directing the Metal/ligand reaction between ULMCS and organic acids (D-Met), on the 
other hand, achieved autonomous formation of aligned mix-component nanowires on Si 
substrate. This capillary directed polymerization is completely autonomous, and the self-
coordinated assembly of metal/organic monomers achieved nanowire aspect-ratio reservation 
with concomitant composition transformation after heat treatment. As a universal lithography 
method for micro- and macroscale ordered mix-oxide nanowire preparation, D-Met produce 
aligned materials that are applicable to various fields, including but not limited to electronics, 
photonics, microfluidics and biomedicals. Without the power of capillary fluid dynamics, D-Met 
theoretically produces mixed metal-oxide nanomaterials upon templates with arbitrary shape and 
size.  
By confining the polymerization of ULMCS in intricate pore structure in particle 
assemblies, Polymerization Induced Self-Assembly (PISA) brought surface modification of 
complex metal patterns into a higher level. We successfully obtained delicate polymeric features 
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upon ULMCS particle bed by in-situ polymerization, with precise control achieved by tuning 
particle size and distribution. This self-generated, self-tuned delicate organic adducts are 
impressively effective in tuning surface property of complex structures (transform petal effect of 
metal rose into lotus effect of composite rose). Thus, the effectiveness and spontaneity of PISA 
is significantly important in the self-construction of delicate metal-polymer composite, with 
extensive application potentials in metal surface modification, self-driven reactions and high 
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Abstract 
“Black” titania – a partially reduced form of titanium dioxide – has attracted widespread 
interest as a promising photocatalyst of oxidation in the visible. The main approaches to produce 
it rely on postprocessing at high temperatures (up to 800 °C) and high pressures (up to 40 bar) or 
on highly reactive precursors (e.g., TiH2), and yield powders with poorly controlled sizes, shapes, 
defect concentrations and distributions.  
We describe an approach for the one-step synthesis of “black” TiO2 colloidal nanocrystals 
at atmospheric pressure and temperatures as low as 280°C. The temperature of reaction controls 
the density of oxygen vacancies in the nanocrystals and their absorption of visible light 
independently of their size, shape, or colloidal stability. Differently from current approaches, this 
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synthetic pathway appears to produce vacancies that are homogeneously distributed in the 
 
 nanocrystals, rather than being concentrated in an amorphous shell. As a result the defects are 
protected from oxidation and result in stable optical properties in oxidizing environments. 
 
Introduction 
This paper describes a direct, green(er) route to the synthesis of “black” TiO2 in the form 
of colloidal nanocrystals by the condensation/decomposition of titanium (IV) isopropoxide (TTIP) 
in the presence of titanium (IV) chloride (TiCl4) and trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO). This 
reaction was previously shown to form nanocrystals with uniform sizes, shape, and colloidal 
stability in organic solvents.1 The off-white color of the product has been seldomly reported2-4 but 
never, to our knowledge, investigated.  
As we show here, the yellowish color does not result from a byproduct of the reaction or 
from interactions between capping ligands and TiO2 nanoparticle surface
5, but rather from oxygen 
vacancies in the material. Furthermore, decreasing the temperature of reaction increases 
significantly the concentration of oxygen vacancies and their absorption of visible light (by >70 
times). 
“Black” TiO2 – titanium dioxide that has undergone partial reduction leading to its broad 
absorption of visible light – has been subject of significant interest since 20116, due to its enhanced 
photocatalysis in the visible7,8. Its absorption of visible light is thought to originate from a variety 
of oxygen-deficient defects leading to a number of energy levels within the bandgap.8  
This variety of defect structures is usually produced by (i) energy-intensive (e.g., high 
power H2 plasma processing
9,10), unsafe (e.g., high pressure H2 treatment
11,12), or poorly scalable 
(e.g., anodization13,14) post-processing steps that partially reduce an existing crystalline TiO2 
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structure into a metastable15, highly defective, partially amorphous state, or (ii) the partial 
oxidation of highly unstable low-valence titanium species (e.g., TiH2
16, TiCl3
17). These synthetic 
approaches are not green, sustainable, and are often inaccessible to academic laboratories due to 
safety concerns. Furthermore, the instability of black TiO2 makes it highly susceptible to 
progressive oxidation towards the crystalline, Ti4+ ground state. 
Lastly, the current methods for producing “black” TiO2 are based on hydrolytic sol-gel 
approaches that yield irregular, polydisperse powders6,18,19 or commercially available TiO2 
materials20-22 . The lack of control over the size of the particles prevents the increase of surface 
areas, while the lack of colloidal stability hinders their deposition and self-assembly in the liquid 
phase, and facilitates agglomeration that can significantly reduce the accessible surface area23. The 
thermal treatments necessary to crystallize the atomic structure can easily cause the accumulation 
of black carbon from the incomplete combustion of the organic binders. The effect of carbon 
residues have not been conclusively investigated in “black” TiO2 but recent results in ZrO2 indicate 
that they can significantly alter interfacial properties such as grain growth kinetics.24 
The approach presented here requires only atmospheric pressure and moderate 
temperatures (<300°C). It produces relatively monodisperse particles (polydispersity = 25%) with 
a well-defined octahedral shape, high colloidal stability (that enable thin-film deposition and self-
assembly), and controlled concentration of homogeneously distributed oxygen vacancies that are 
highly resistant to oxidation. As such these particles represent a highly controlled model system 
for the study of defect states in “black” TiO2.   
 
Results and Discussion 
Our synthesis was based on the decomposition/condensation of titanium (IV) isopropoxide 
(TTIP) at high temperatures in the presence of titanium (IV) chloride (TiCl4, which acts as a 
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crystallization catalyst1) and trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO, which acts as ligand and solvent). 
Specifically, TiCl4 and TTIP were injected into degassed TOPO at 120 °C, and the reaction mixture  
 
was heated to 280 °C, 300 °C, 320 °C or 340 °C and kept at that temperature for 2 hrs. The particles 
were purified thrice by precipitation (adding acetone) and redispersed in hexane.  
XRD characterization of the purified product (Figure 1A) showed broadened diffraction 
peaks at angles that match bulk anatase (PDF#00-021-1272). The relative intensities closely 
matched the bulk spectrum indicating an absence of preferred orientation. 
 
Figure A1. Structural characterization of “black” TiO2 nanocrystals. a) XRD spectra of TiO2 nanocrystals powders synthesized at different 
temperatures. Below is the differences in intensity between the spectra showing the absence of residual signal between the peaks, indicating the 
absence of amorphous phase. b-e) TEM images of “black” TiO2 nanocrystals synthesized at 280 °C (B), 300 °C (C), 320 °C (D), 340 °C (E). Scale 




The XRD characterization does not support the presence of an amorphous fraction. After 
subtraction of the background signal (Figure S1) the diffraction intensity between the main peaks 
and 2Θ<30° was analyzed for evidence of amorphous material. While the difference in the counts 
at the peaks varied by up to 45% between samples synthesized at different temperatures (due to 
differences in the amount of material on the holder) the difference vanished between the peaks.  
TEM characterization (Figure 1B-E) shows the particles to be approximately octahedral at 
all reaction temperatures. The fringes associated with the crystalline lattice reached the edges of 
the particles indicating the lack of an amorphous shell, consistently with XRD data.  
The side length of the octahedral particles (Table I) obtained by TEM suggests a small 
increase in size with reaction temperature and a relatively constant polydispersity (~25%). The 
distribution of the side lengths was normal or lognormal (the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test25 failed to 
reject either distributions).  
The approximately normal distribution of particle sizes, the small crystal size, the relatively 
well-defined crystal shape, and the isolated diffraction peaks allow for an accurate estimation of 
the particle size by Scherrer analysis. After subtraction of the background, the diffraction peaks 
could be fitted with Gaussian peaks (the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test25 failed to reject the normal 
distribution). The “true crystallite size” p (cube root of the crystallite volume26, Table I) was 
obtained by using the appropriate Scherrer constant (0.8613) and making the appropriate 
conversions to account for the octahedral shape of the particles (cf. Supporting Information). 
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The true crystallite size increases slightly with an increase in reaction temperature and is 
within the uncertainty of the true crystallite size obtained from TEM data (for all temperatures 
>280 °C), consistently with a lack of polycrystallinity or amorphous phase (cf. Figure S2). 
 
Table AI. Side lengths, true crystallite sizes, and bandgap energies of TiO2 particles synthesized at different temperatures (uncertainties in size are 
the 95% confidence interval on the mean; uncertainties in bandgap energy are the errors on the linear fit). 
 
While the structural characterization does not indicate a significant influence of reaction 
temperature, the optical properties tell a different story. The yellowish color of the particles (both 
as a dispersion and as a powder) becomes increasingly intense as the reaction temperature 
decreases (Figure 2a). The absorbance spectra, normalized to their band edge absorption (cf. 
Figure 2b) show a significant increase in the absorption of visible light as the reaction temperature 
is decreased. The absorption occurs as a broad band that monotonically decreases with wavelength. 
The integrated absorbance in the visible (from 400 nm to 800 nm, normalized to the 
absorbance for T=340°C) has a nearly perfect (R2=0.99994) exponential dependence on reaction 
temperature T of the type A=a·exp(-b/T) (cf. Figure 2c). Since absorbance of dilute absorbers is 
linearly dependent on their concentration (according to Lambert-Beer’s law), the dependence 
strongly suggest that the absorbers are removed by a thermally activated process during particle 
growth, consistently with their origin as defects. The b parameter in the exponential fit allowed us 
to estimate the activation energy associated with this process at 0.91·10-19 J. The value is 
remarkably close to the difference in free energy between a Ti-O bond in Ti2O3 and a Ti-O bond 
in TiO2 (0.95·10
-19 J)27, suggesting that the visible absorption originates from oxygen vacancies. 
 280 °C 300 °C 320 °C 340 °C 
aTEM [nm] 6.20±0.18 6.49±0.14 6.52±0.13 6.40±0.23 
pXRD [nm] 4.64 4.94 5.03 5.14 
pTEM [nm] 4.82±0.14 5.05±0.11 5.08±0.10 4.98±0.18 
band gap [eV] 3.498±0.002 3.468±0.002 3.503±0.002 3.477±0.002 
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The increased absorbance in the visible is not accompanied by a decrease in the bandgap 
energy. We identified the exponent r in Tauc’s relation and the range of energies to consider by a 
second-derivative analysis of (αhν)^(1/r) as a function of hν for different values of r and found that 
the second derivative reaches zero across the band-edge for r=1/2, consistently with a direct 
bandgap (Figure S3). 
 
Figure A2. Optical properties of “black” TiO2 nanocrystals. a) Photos of 10 mg/mL colloidal TiO2 nanoparticle dispersions produced at different 
reaction temperatures and the corresponding dry powders. b) Optical absorption spectrum of dispersions synthesized at different temperatures. c) 
Comparison of the experimentally determined visible absorbance (black empty circles) with an Arrhenius model (red line). d) Tauc plot of the 
nanoparticle dispersions synthesized at different reaction temperatures.  
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The Tauc plots (Figure 2d) indicate a bandgap of ~3.5 eV with no significant dependence 
on reaction temperature (cf. Table I). The errors listed for the bandgap energies were obtained 
from the linear fits, but are certainly underestimated (the exact linear fit depends on the range of 
energies chosen). This bandgap is significantly larger than the reported bandgap for bulk anatase 
(3.2 eV)28. The larger bandgap could be a result of quantum confinement given that the particles 
radii (rp~2.3 nm) are comparable to the Bohr radius aH of anatase (1.5 nm)
29.  
The particles are luminescent in the visible (cf. Figure 3a). The emission spectrum 
(excitation at 440 nm) peaks at 575 nm but is rather broad (~320 meV) and exhibits a pronounced 
tail toward higher wavelengths. The luminescence lifetime collected from dried samples can be 
fitted with two exponentials (cf. Figure 3c) with lifetimes of ~1.5 and ~5.5 ns (the lifetime is 
largely independent of the reaction temperature, cf. Figure S4). The broad luminescence spectrum 
and the wide Stokes shift (~660 meV) are consistent with emission from defect states.  
 
Figure A3. a) Photograph of yellow-green luminescence from “black” TiO2 nanoparticle dispersions synthesized at different reaction 
temperatures. b-c) Photoluminescence spectrum and lifetime from “black” TiO2 nanoparticle dispersions synthesized at 280 °C. The red line in 
panel C indicates the bi-exponential fit. d) EPR spectrum from “black” TiO2 nanoparticles synthesized at different reaction temperatures. The 
signal at g=2.007 is consistent with oxygen vacancies in anatase. e-f) Optical absorption spectrum and Tauc plots of thin films of “black” TiO2 





Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) has been previously used to detect oxygen 
vacancies in anatase30. EPR spectra from our samples (cf. Figure 3d) show signals at room 
temperature with g value equal to 2.007, which is consistent with oxygen vacancies in the anatase 
lattice30. The increased signal with decreased reaction temperature is consistent with an increase 
in defect concentration. 
The picture provided by all data indicates that the absorption of visible light by the particles 
is caused by oxygen vacancies. Differently from prior approaches to produce “black” TiO2, our 
structural and optical characterization suggests that the defects are distributed throughout the 
particles, rather than being concentrated in an amorphous shell. 
To test this conclusion, we exposed the particles to O2 plasma. Oxidizing conditions have 
been shown to reduce (and, in some cases, eliminate) the absorption of visible light by “black” 
TiO2
15, consistently with the localization of the defects at the surface of the material. We 
hypothesized that a homogeneous distribution would render the defects in our material less 
susceptible to oxidizing environments. 
 
Conclusion 
Therefore, we deposited the particles as thin films by spin coating and characterized the 
UV and visible absorption of light by the films, before and after treatment with O2 plasma
31,32. As 
a control, we used a non-oxidizing plasma environment (He plasma33). The results are shown in 
Figure 3e. While the He plasma treatment does not affect the absorption of the films in the visible, 
the O2 plasma reduces absorbance in the visible by 20-30%. 48 hour O2 plasma could remove all 
the organic parts of capping ligands,34 thus the persistence of visible absorption after O2 plasma  
processing proves that the organic-TiO2 interaction is not the dominant source of the optical 
properties of the particles.  
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The loss of absorbance is instead consistent with the loss of defects in the surface of the 
particles. Considering an octahedral shape, the sizes reported in Table I, and the length of a Ti-O 
bond (~2Å), the fraction of atoms located at the surface is 18%. Therefore, the loss of absorbance 
caused by plasma is consistent with the oxidation of the oxygen vacancies at the surface of the 
particles. An analysis of the absorption spectrum of the films by the Tauc plot (cf. Figure 3f) shows 
that the plasma processing does not change the bandgap of the material. 
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Supporting Information 
Materials and Methods 
Colloidal nanoparticle synthesis: Colloidal titanium dioxide nanoparticles synthesis was 
performed with Schlenk line under Argon atmosphere. 25g triocylphosphine oxide (TOPO, 90%, 
Strem Chemical, Inc.) was heated to 120 °C and degassed for 30 minutes. 1.0 mL titanium (IV) 
isopropoxide (TTIP, 97%, Sigma-Aldrich) and 0.3 mL titanium (IV) chloride (TiCl4, 99.9%, 
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Sigma-Aldrich) were injected into TOPO. The solution was heated to reacting temperatures and 
kept there for 2 hours. After the reaction was done, the reaction product was cooled to 80 °C and 
25 mL hexane was added into the solution before purification.  
Purification: Acetone was added to diluted reaction product at the ratio of 1:1, then 
centrifugation was performed to centrifuge out the precipitated nanoparticles. After centrifugation, 
supernatant was discarded, and the precipitate was re-dispersed into hexane. This purifying cycle 
was repeated for 3 times and the final dispersion was centrifuged at 4000rpm for 10min and filtered 
through 0.2µm nylon filter. 
Sample preparation: The TiO2 nanoparticle colloidal solution after purification was used 
as solution sample directly for TEM, PL, photography (10 mg/mL) and UV-vis spectroscopy (0.1 
mg/mL). Powder sample was obtained by air-drying colloidal solutions and finely grinded before 
used for photography, XRD and EPR characterization. TiO2 thin film samples were prepared by 
spin-coating TiO2 nanoparticle colloidal solution onto glass substrate. 
Plasma processing: Oxygen and Helium plasma processing of TiO2 film sample were done 
by using Harrick plasma cleaner with operating power of 30 Watt and chamber pressure of 500 
mTorr. The processing time is 48 hours.  
X-ray Powder Diffraction (XRD): XRD spectra were collected of TiO2 powder samples by 
using Siemens D500 x-ray diffractometer. X-ray was created by copper X-ray tube with a 
wavelength of 1.54 A.  
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM): TEM images were obtained with 2007 JEOL 
2100 200kV STEM in TEM mode, operating at 200 kV. Samples for the TEM characterization 
were made by casting a thin layer of a dilute nanoparticle dispersion on a 200 mesh copper grid 
coated with a carbon film. 
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Ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy (UV-vis): UV-vis spectra was collected by using Agilent 
8453 UV-Vis instrument in the wavelength range of 190-1100 nm.  
Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR): EPR characterization was performed with 
ELEXSYS E580 FT-EPR instrument with ER 4122 SHQE Resonator at room temperature. 
Applied frequency is 9.5 GHz as continuous wave in X band, and the characterizing field sweep 
was from 3160 to 3560 G. 
Photoluminescence spectroscopy (PL): Samples were optically pumped at room-
temperature with a λ = 440 nm CW laser (PicoQuant LDH-D-C-440). The emission was spectrally 
analysed using a grating spectrometer (Princeton Instruments Isoplane-320) equipped with a 
800 gr mm−1 holographic grating (0.05 nm resolution) and CCD camera (Princeton Instruments 
Pixis 400).  
Supporting Discussion  
Crystalline size calculation1 
p is defined as true crystallite size with following equation:  
 
𝑝 ≡ 𝑐𝑢𝑏𝑒 𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 (1) 
When TiO2 nanoparticles are assumed as fully crystalline:  
 







Where a is the side length of octahedron nanoparticles measured from the TEM images. 










Where ε is apparent crystallite size, λ is wavelength of radiation, b is broadening in radian, 
θ is Bragg angle and K is Scherrer constant 
For calculating ε, λ was 1.54 Angstrom. b was considered for (101) diffraction peak. 2θ 
equals to 25.281° for (101) diffraction peak. For octahedron crystal shape, Scherrer constant of 




Where w is the (101) peak full width of half maximum from Gaussian fitting in degrees 
after background subtraction. (Figure 1, SI) 
The results of true crystallite size p obtained from TEM images and XRD spectrum are 
plotted in Figure 2, SI. 
Tauc plot2 
Transition type of TiO2 bandgap was determined by taking the 2
nd derivative of TiO2 
solution UV-vis absorption spectrum. The intercept point of the 2nd derivative with 0 line 
represents for the most linear relation between α·hν1/2 and hν. Data points lie in the range of 
(intercept-0.1, intercept+0.1) were fitted into linear functions for each sample. The intercept of the 
fitted line with x axis is the corresponding bandgap energy.  
Supporting Figures  
 
Figure AS1. XRD spectrum background subtraction example of TiO2 powder samples synthesized at 280°C. (a) Background signal from sample 




Figure AS2. True crystallite size calculated from TEM images and XRD spectrum.  
 
Figure AS3. Determination of transition gap type by applying 2nd derivative operation to TiO2 nanoparticle solution sample UV-vis absorption 
spectrum. (a) (α · hν)
1
2 𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑢𝑠 hν and (b) (α · hν)2 𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑢𝑠 hν.  
 
 
FigureA S4. Photoluminescence lifetime of TiO2 solution samples synthesized at different temperatures by using mode 1 and 2.  
